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Section 1: Results from Sub-activity 1 Desk research1 

 

 

Introduction 

“Education is not the learning of facts, but training the mind to think” (Albert Einstein) 

 

The present section pertains to a desk research for the Erasmus+ project "Διάλογος – 

dialogue down the post-truth hole: programmes and tools for digging through 

information and beliefs in the post-truth era" (2020-2021). The project seeks to fight 

disinformation and false beliefs, while promoting critical and scientific reasoning for a 

general improvement of the EU society. With the old-but-gold Lisbon goal of a strong 

knowledge-based economy in mind, the consortium aims at developing and validating 

Critical Thinking-based curricula for HE and AE in 6 EU countries –Greece, Italy, Spain, 

the United Kingdom, Bulgaria and Romania – with a view to scaling-up the process of 

adoption to the whole EU. Via a cross-contamination between modern Critical 

Thinking programmes, coming from English-speaking countries, and the philosophical 

tradition of dialogue introduced by Socrates, we aspire to shape an innovative, 

enriched and multidisciplinary form of education. The paper involves the preliminary 

research phase, aimed at analyzing the concept of Critical Thinking and the state-of-

the-art of Critical Thinking teaching in Europe. This is important in order to define 

learning outcomes, learning units and correspondent assessment tools for 

undergraduates and graduates in Soft Sciences, on one hand, and adult learners 

attending a different kind of programmes, on the other hand. 

Current digital technologies champion new learning infrastructures (e.g. 

increased computing capacities) and personalised learning over “old” or “traditional” 

massive learning. They also signify a decisive shift from presence learning to distance 

learning and pose radical challenges of future teaching and learning, which must be 

turned into opportunities for sustainable qualitative change. Therefore, education as 

we know it, is no longer fit for purpose. On the brink of the fourth industrial revolution 

(Industry 4.0),2 characterised by cyber-physical systems, we urgently need a full-scale 

 
1 This section has been authored by Charalambos Tsekeris, member of EKKE reaserch team.  
2 See https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-
respond/  

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/
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transformation, an education revolution to keep up to the speedy world, that is, an 

Education 4.0.3  

Education 4.0 is here to revolutionize how universities educate new scientists 

(see Rajkumar et al. 2010). Over against the Fordist model of education, which 

fostered a systematic dependence on structure, a predilection for closed-minded 

thinking and the moulding of students into passive recipients of information, 

Education 4.0 focuses on creativity, openness, context, clarity and challenge. It also 

renounces the unilateral transmission of knowledge from teacher to student, as well 

as “received” values like control, standardization and conformity. So, critical thinking 

comes to the fore, once again. 

Critical thinking is a highly valued and multifaceted concept (Barnaby 2016). 

Nowadays, it is particularly relevant and necessary within an age of post-truth, where 

not evidence, arguments or facts matter, but only ideology, personalities and 

emotions. Increasingly, what is highly visible and influential, or emotionally attractive, 

is considered as “truth” (Fuchs 2017). In 2016, the Oxford Dictionary declared post-

truth as the word of the year,4 defining it as a situation where "objective facts are less 

influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief". In 

the post-truth era, the gut-instinct is more important than objective facts, and truth is 

more about how people feel about things than what they really are. 

Social media users are often performing an uncritical monologue inflating their 

own ego, the narcissistic culture of the private individual, as the French philosopher 

Marcel Gauchet puts it. Consequently, disagreement is expressed as an attack on the 

individual person, rather than on the opponent's ideas. With “the rise and rise of 

populism in Europe” (Euronews, March 2018)5 in the background, where Italy and 

Greece are at the forefront of the trend, we are witnessing many “anti-establishment” 

movements characterised by (a) the distance between facts and perceptions, (b) the 

impact of “digital platoons” on perceptions, choices, and politics, and (c) reactionist 

political engagement (Capelos, Katsanidou & Demertzis 2017). 

The “immigrant invasion of Italy” is a good example as shown in the following 

cases. First, Eurispes data say migrants are the 8,5% of the population, but 

respondents to Eurobarometer claimed the 25% of Italy’s population were foreign 

born. On the opposite, only over a third of Europeans perceive an increase in 

 
3 https://medium.com/@brianna_91610/education-4-0-how-we-will-learn-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-
e17206b73016  
4 https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/2016/  
5 https://www.euronews.com/2018/03/15/explained-the-rise-and-rise-of-populism-in-europe  

https://medium.com/@brianna_91610/education-4-0-how-we-will-learn-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-e17206b73016
https://medium.com/@brianna_91610/education-4-0-how-we-will-learn-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-e17206b73016
https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/2016/
https://www.euronews.com/2018/03/15/explained-the-rise-and-rise-of-populism-in-europe
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antisemitism, while official data are of 60%. The story of how France, the land of 

Pasteur, is struggling with anti-vax beliefs is a symptom of a broad transformation in 

how people get and share information. Second, the Web allows readers to sidestep 

traditional media and social-media-based micro-communities go clicking their way to 

self-affirmation. On Facebook, a testimonial clip from an anti-vax mother has racked 

up 1.3 million views and thousands of shares. The seriousness of the situation brought 

the EU to issue an Action Plan against Disinformation (JOIN(2018) 36 final), stating our 

“democratic processes are increasingly challenged by deliberate, large-scale, and 

systematic spreading of disinformation […], disseminated for economic gain or to 

intentionally deceive the public, and may cause public harm […] including threats to 

democratic processes as well as to public goods such as Union citizens' health, 

environment or security”. This includes threats to values and rights enshrined in the 

EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Exacerbated relationships among national states 

increase the risk of conflict: a major threat to the core principle of the EU, i.e. securing 

lasting peace (2012 Nobel prize for peace). 

In general, critical thinking helps us to realise that the real is relational (as 

Adorno defines it), to see the big picture, the wide landscape of multilevel complex 

relationships. Especially in times of chaos, uncertainty and crisis, critical thinking is a 

moral endeavour and an ethical project of boosting reflexivity and empowering the 

vulnerable and suffering human subject, who is in search of meaning. It also pertains 

to Charles Wright Mills's liberal urge to "think otherwise", which is close to Peter 

Burger's (1963) “sociological imagination”. Notably, chaos and uncertainty are now 

intensified by the coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic. According to the World Health 

Organization (WHO), the COVID-19 pandemics is also an infodemics. This mainly refers 

to fake news on the nature and spread of the disease, as well as fake calls about 

supposed medical cures, international donations, state aid, or tax breaks. Among the 

disinformation narratives observed, there were some overarching trends for the 

European countries:  

o Health fears;  

o Conspiracy theories;  

o Lockdown fears; 

o False cures, and  

o Identity, societal, and political polarisation. 
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In summary, there are four disinformation strategies that reappeared in Italy, 

France, Spain, which are worth recapping on:6 

• The impersonation of authoritative figures to confer credibility and 

legitimacy to the disinformation. 

• The use of WhatsApp in all three countries to accelerate the spread of 

inaccurate information. 

• The mass use of decontexualised images and videos to sow panic and 

confer credibility to the disinformation. 

• The significance of anonymous channels on Telegram that share 

information linked to the COVID-19, which is then repropagated on mainstream 

platforms. 

Current experience of monitoring the disinformation landscapes across Europe 

shows that, alongside the news cycle, there has been a complete reorientation of the 

disinformation ecosystem towards the coronavirus, whether that concerns deceptive 

social media accounts or clickbait websites. Conspiracy theories pervaded the 

disinformation landscape during the period observed. Interestingly, we witnessed the 

so-called “globalization of disinformation”, which mainly concerns disinformation that 

knows no borders, and threatens liberal democracy.7 This eventually makes its way to 

several countries in various forms and urgently calls for new knowledge-bases of 

critical thinking. 

Within the academia, critical thinking often relates to the Bourdieusian 

defense of the peculiar autonomy of the scientific field, over against the colonising 

pressures exercised from private interests, the free market economy and the 

neoliberal forces. Such autonomy is crucial for critical thinking and directly opposes to 

fast-food thinkers and the fast-food model of higher education. In this sense, scientific 

reasoning and critical thinking are set apart from the ubiquitous demands of urgency, 

immediacy, simultaneity, and publicity, imposed by more speedy cultures, such as 

those of politics, journalism or business: 

 

 
6 Source: https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/covid-19-disinformation-narratives-trends-and-strategies-in-
europe 
7 Notably, according to the European Commission public consultation on disinformation and fake news, in 2018, 

over 97% of citizens claim to have been exposed to fake news: 38% on a daily basis; 32% on a weekly basis; 74% 

consider social media and messaging apps as the primary channels through which they come across fake news 

(https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/synopsis-report-public-consultation-fake-news-and-online-

disinformation).  

https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/covid-19-disinformation-narratives-trends-and-strategies-in-europe
https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/covid-19-disinformation-narratives-trends-and-strategies-in-europe
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/synopsis-report-public-consultation-fake-news-and-online-disinformation
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/synopsis-report-public-consultation-fake-news-and-online-disinformation
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This gesture of unhastening the ever-increasing velocity of everyday and other 

professional life, which aims to unravel and reduce the astounding complexity 

of such forms of life, immediately goes with the pragmatic requisite of clearing 

a relatively bounded space, within which intellectuals and scientists can be 

rigorously selective about their topics and legitimately ignore the plethora of 

other issues that might clamour for attention. It enables them to ‘freeze-frame’, 

to go into ‘repeat mode’, to take things apart, zoom in on tiny details, and 

leisurely assess their broader significance; to slow down conversations and 

conflicts by means of quiet turn-takings and long communicative intervals (e.g. 

reading and writing rather than communicating face to face) (Pels 2003: 45). 

 

In the current accelerating and internet-driven setting, spam has become a big 

problem for academic researchers, who are troubled with unsolicited or bulk emails 

inviting them to publish. This strategy has helped predatory journals, which 

have tremendously grown during the past decade (despite serious efforts by 

researchers and scholarly organizations to hinder their growth) to hunt their prey and 

earn money. Here, quantity and outcome are valued over quality. In response to the 

spread of predatory publishing, scientists are trying to develop critical thinking on 

specific criteria and guidelines to help avoid them - for example, the recently reported 

“predatory rate”. In this regard, critical thinking attempts to: 

 

(a) "highlight the strategies used by predatory journals to convince researchers 

to publish with them",  

(b) "report their article processing charges",  

(c) "note their presence in Jeffrey Beall’s List of Predatory Publishers", 

(d) "rank them based on the predatory rate", and  

(e) "put forward suggestions for junior researchers (especially in developing 

counties), who are the most likely targets of predatory journals".8 

 

Moreover, critical thinking is explicitly included in the set of key competences 

every EU citizen should have, by the Council Recommendation of 22 May 2018 on key 

competences for lifelong learning. In such context, the knowledge economy, 

memorisation of facts and procedures is key, but not enough for progress and success. 

Skills, such as problem-solving, critical thinking, the ability to cooperate, creativity, 

 
8 Source: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11948-017-9955-6  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11948-017-9955-6
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computational thinking, self-regulation are more essential than ever before in our 

quickly changing society. They are the tools to put into practice what has been learned 

in order to generate new ideas, new theories, new products, and new knowledge. 

They are also among the so-called “21st Century Skills” the most needed skills in the 

European and global labour market context: 

 

With manufacturing and other low-skill tasks in the services sector becoming 

increasingly automated, the need for routine cognitive and craft skills is 

declining, while the demand for information-processing skills and other 

highlevel cognitive and interpersonal skills is growing. In addition to mastering 

occupation-specific skills, workers in the 21st century must also have a stock of 

information-processing skills, including literacy, numeracy and problem 

solving, and “generic” skills, such as interpersonal communication, self-

management, and the ability to learn, to help them weather the uncertainties 

of a rapidly changing labour market. (OECD, 2013). 

 

According to a recent skills forecasting study conducted by Cedefop (2018), the 

projected structural change regarding task indices (2015-2030) will lead to a decline 

in tasks requiring both physical strength and dexterity, as measured by data from the 

European working conditions survey. On the other hand, the projected structural 

change will lead to an increase in the two other major classifications of what is done 

at work, intellectual and social tasks. No need to say how relevant critical thinking is 

to tasks with upward trends, such as information-gathering and evaluation and 

information processing in general. The trends are upwards for Numeracy and Literacy 

as well. The aforementioned EU recommendation (2018) directly connects critical 

thinking to the following competences: Literacy, Mathematics, and Science, Digital 

Competence, Citizenship and Entrepreneurship.  

Evidence-building (E-B) also plays a significant role. It refers to a set of 

methodologies based on rigorous scientific principles. Adopting an E-B approach 

means bridging research and teaching and trying to set up effective policies and 

programs. Evidence-based education holds that instead of relying on old traditions 

and institutions, pedagogy should be guided by scientific principles and rigorous 

research methods (Pasquinelli 2011). This approach relies heavily on methods that are 

statistically verifiable, such as longitudinal studies; control trials; meta-analysis. The 

process is commonly depicted as a pipeline: from developing a new intervention to 
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testing it on a small scale, to conducting impact studies in new contexts, to expanding 

effective interventions.  

Critical thinking mostly pertains to those kinds of principles, which promote 

the adoption of an evidence-based way of reasoning and acting into HE and AE 

systems in the European Union. Upgrading critical thinkg in HE directly contributes to 

increasing the level of quality of the educational offer and, therefore, the pursuit of 

excellence. 

In addition, there is a close relationship between critical thinking and 

citizenship. Critical thinking, global citizenship, and leadership are closely connected. 

As Peach and Clare (2017) explain, democracy requires autonomous citizens, who can 

think for themselves and can reason together about their own preferences and 

choices. These abilities are closely associated with the fundamentals of critical 

thinking and consequently, critical thinking can be regarded as a key attribute and 

prerequisite for active and effective civic engagement. Most importantly, critical 

thinking is much needed for democratic citizenship. A key function of a contemporary 

academic institution is to encourage and cultivate critical thinking within the wider 

society. In other words, critical thinking must be perceived as a significant citizenship 

competence (see Ten Dam & Volman 2004). 

The aforementioned post-truth debate is framed largely by appeals to emotion 

disconnected from the details of policy, and by the repeated assertion of talking points 

to which factual rebuttals are ignored. The main consequence of losing our rational 

grasp on reality is fear. Citizens are bombarded with information relying on gut 

feelings. As Zygmunt Bauman (2013) emphatically pointed out in Liquid Fear, we live 

in a state of constant anxiety about the dangers that could strike unannounced and at 

any moment. In a time when ignorance and fear are gaining traction (antivaxxers, 

Flatearthers, etc.) and we seem to be back in Plato’s cave, unable to distinguish reality 

from its shadows, ancient Greek philosophy could still set us free thanks to its most 

innovative and revolutionary tool: dialogue. 

The Socratic dialogue set the basis of Critical Thinking (CT) 2,500 years ago. 

This philosophical method established the importance of asking deep questions that 

probe profoundly into thinking before we accept ideas as worthy of belief. So, the 

most crucial task here is how to ask. The Socratic method primarily gives students 

fundamental questions (such as, what is courage, what is true, what is virtue, etc.) and 

not definite answers, forcing or “nudging” them to self-consciously reflect upon any 

kind of a priori (authoritarian) knowledge, as well as upon the logical relationships of 

their existing knowledge and experience. This somehow combines the ”inward-
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looking” with the ”outward-looking” aspect, as well as the ”reflexive” with the 

”normative” component of critical thinking. In essence, the critical thinking skills 

cannot be directly taught, but only get cultivated by repeated questioning and self-

regulating knowledge in five stages (Delić & Bećirović 2016; Boghossian 2012): 

 

1. Wonder  

2. Hypothesis  

3. Elenchus, refutation and cross-examination 

4. Acceptance/rejection of the hypothesis  

5. Action (acting on the findings of the inquiry) 

 

For the first time in history, content was taught through thinking and the two 

became inseparable. Knowledge could no more be gathered up by one person and 

given to another in the form of a collection of sentences to remember, but its creation 

was part of a (relational) dialogical process. Socrates’s lesson, followed by those by 

Aquinas and then Descartes, Galileo, Newton and Boyle, to name a few, created what 

in English-speaking countries has been defined Critical Thinking, i.e. a set of knowledge 

and competences, also of rhetoric and logic origin, to be able “to think carefully about 

a subject or idea, without allowing feelings or opinions to affect you” (Cambridge 

Online Dictionary). In this regard, the faculty members and the learning environment 

as a whole should: 

help students to break big questions or tasks into smaller, more manageable 

parts; create meaningful contexts in which learning is valued by students; help 

students to clarify their thoughts by rephrasing or asking questions; pose thought-

provoking questions; help to keep discussion focused; encourage students to explain 

things to each other; help students to find what they need to know by suggesting and 

showing students how to use resources; and ensure that students do justice to each 

view, that no views are ignored, or unfairly dismissed. (Paul 1989: 23) 

The Socratic tradition of CT (or aspects of it) can also be found in the work of 

the American philosopher, psychologist, and educational reformer John Dewey (1933) 

on reflective thinking, defined as ”...active, persistent, and careful consideration of any 

belief or supposedform of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and 

the further conclusionsto which it tends” (Dewey 1933: 9). So, CT becomes revisited 

as an active, persistent, and careful thinking process. Particulary in the context of the 

present work, CT is conceived according to the minimal key definition provided the 

Foundation of Critical Thinking, that is, 
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Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skilfully 

conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating 

information gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, 

reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action. In its exemplary 

form, it is based on universal intellectual values that transcend subject matter 

divisions: clarity, accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance, sound evidence, 

good reasons, depth, breadth, and fairness.9 

 

But definitional variations are sensitive to specific national sociohistorical and 

cultural backgrounds (see e.g. Pepin 1999). For instance, in the research context of 

reboot-project.eu (Erasmus+, 2018-2020),10 stakeholders in Greece, among a number 

of critical stakeholders from other EU countries (i.e. Belgium, Finland, and the UK) 

reported a particular series of important critical thinking-related soft skills, namely, an 

ability to adapt to change, openness to new things, overcoming the fear of change, an 

ability to think outside the box, communication skills, problem-solving, time 

management, and team building. 

In general, CT is a quite known discipline in most English-speaking counties but 

is not part of the HE standard curriculum and is usually presented as a short 

introductory and optional course. After a long and wide debate about its role and 

impact upon driving attainment, Cambridge University decided to provide a stand-

alone qualification, thus underlining its value for the 21st-century workforce, for 

political choices and life and society at large. In spite of this, university and CT-based 

courses are still very uncommon. The situation, in southern Europe, is even worse: not 

only CT is not an extensively practiced discipline and subject, but is also rarely known. 

Taking Greece as an example, we can witness an educational system which is highly 

centralised and not CT-friendly, with faculties dependent by the central government 

(OECD 2011). Generally speaking, the Greek system is less open and extraverted, and 

more collectivistic and egalitarian, being traditionally oriented toward the acquisition 

of ex cathedra academic knowledge (Matsagouras 2001). 

Consequently, there is not a European, multilingual, open membership 

community platform of CT professionals, including adult educators and trainers, 

guidance and support staff, researchers, academics, and policy makers. By proposing 

 
9 Source: https://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/defining-critical-thinking/766 

10 Source: "Employment Challenges and Training Needs of Unemployed and Underemployed Higher Education 
Graduates in Europe. Findings from the Reboot Project" (2019), http://reboot-project.eu/. 

http://reboot-project.eu/
https://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/defining-critical-thinking/766
http://reboot-project.eu/
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an educational programme that could be easily embedded into existing degrees, and 

by defining common guidelines for all EU countries, it would therefore be signified a 

strong innovation for the whole European life-long learning area, whose benefits 

could impact positively not only the academia, but also the workforce and the 

economy, the business research field, media and journalism, and all other aspects of 

our life. 

Furthermore, as the Foundation for Critical Thinking of California shows, it is 

crucial to embed our learning community into online platforms enabling members to 

connect with and learn from colleagues across Europe and beyond, through blogposts 

and forums, thus promoting at the same time Digital Skills and Media Literacy for 

Active Citizenship. This could provide solutions to growing contemporary challenges, 

such as disinformation, fake news, conspiracy theories, online hate speech, 

cyberbullying and so on, to an enlarged community of people and organisations from 

all over the world. 

In addition, it is important to select university students and adult learners as 

main target groups, because the problem at issue is serious and urgent and acting on 

them can enhance the possibility to get positive impact in very short time, while 

preparing long-lasting effects via other project activities. The ambition here must 

involve a global and systemic (relational) impact on all the components of the socio-

economic context, in order to increase the growth (in particular through an alliance 

between science, university, society and labour market), while decreasing the 

negative waves of disinformation, populism and anti-scientism. 

In such context, it must therefore be useful to adopt the Open Innovation 2.0 

(OI2) approach, as “a positive approach for innovation which helps solving key 

European challenges by embracing change and not resisting it”. The OI2 approach 

pertains to a new paradigm based on a Quadruple Helix Model, where government, 

industry, academia and civil participants work together to co-create the future and 

drive structural changes.11 This model encompasses user-oriented innovation models 

to take full advantage of ideas' cross-fertilisation leading to experimentation and 

prototyping in real-world setting. As explained in IO6, the model involves all, to make 

every part (stakeholder) benefitting from the model – a rather good way to interpret 

dialogue. 

 

 
11 See e.g. https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/open-innovation-20  

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/open-innovation-20
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Frameworks, competences, and dimensions 

Moreover, with the old-but-gold Lisbon goal of a strong knowledge-based 

economy in mind, it is important to reflect on the role of European Higher Education 

Area Competencies (Bologna Process) in the cultivation critical thinking. The so-called 

Bologna Process constitutes a dominant European framework concerning general 

education competencies deemed important for higher education and/or workforce. 

In this policy making setting, critical thinking as specific skills is in principle prevailing 

over critical thinking as general knowledge. Critical thinking skills have now become 

the global currency of 21st century economies to spur growth and reduce 

inequalities.12 

For the Bologna Process, the skills-related mode of critical thinking is of utmost 

importance for students, especially for those completing the first cycle (e.g., 

bachelor’s level). Students completing the first-cycle qualification “can apply their 

knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a professional approach to 

their work or vocation, and have competences typically demonstrated through 

devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within their field of study” 

and “have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field 

of study) to inform judgments that include reflection on relevant social, scientific or 

ethical issues” (Ministry of Science Technology and Innovation 2005: 194). 

The second powerful framework for EU tertiary education policy making is the 

Framework for Higher Education Qualifications (QAA-FHEQ), authored by Quality 

Assurance Agency for Higher Education, UK. Again, CT is not clearly specified; it is 

rather defined in terms of skills related to modes of thinking demonstrated by 

students receiving a bachelor’s degree with honors. In the QAA-FHEQ context, a 

student is required to be able to “critically evaluate arguments, assumptions, abstract 

concepts and data (that may be incomplete), to make judgments, and to frame 

appropriate questions to achieve a solution—or identify a range of solutions—to a 

problem” (QAA 2008: 19). 

In the same line, the European reference framework, as an outcome of the 

joint work of the European Commission and the Member States within the Education 

and Training 2010 Work Programme, strategically aims, on one hand, at identifying 

and defining the key competences and skills that are necessary in the knowledge 

society; on the other hand, it aims at providing a European-level reference for 

 
12 https://oecdobserver.org/news/fullstory.php/aid/3777/OECD_Skills_Strategy:_The_pathway_of_choice.html  

https://oecdobserver.org/news/fullstory.php/aid/3777/OECD_Skills_Strategy:_The_pathway_of_choice.html
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supporting Member States’ efforts towards ensuring the development of these key 

competences and skills across all age groups. The Reference Framework sets out eight 

key CT-related competences:  

 

1. Communication in the mother tongue  

2. Communication in foreign languages  

3. Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and 

technology  

4. Digital competence  

5. Learning to learn  

6. Social and civic competences  

7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship  

8. Cultural awareness and expression.  

 

In particular, critical thinking and creativity are central in a series of themes 

which are applied throughout the Reference Framework and arguably playing a 

significant role in (and cut across) all eight key competences. Critical thinking (as skills) 

is also central in four broad categories of human activity: 

 

• Ways of thinking: innovation; complex problem solving and decision 

making; learning to learn and unlearn, metacognition 

• Ways of working: communication, coordination, collaboration 

(teamwork) 

• Tools for working: information literacy and media literacy (including 

research on sources, evidence, prejudice, biases, etc.); ICT literacy and digital literacy 

• Living in the world: active citizenship (local and global); life and career; 

personal & social responsibility, including environmental awareness and cultural 

competence 

  

In the abovementioned policy making setting, a number of CT-related 

dimensions are involved. First, the dimension of developing sound and valid 

arguments recognizes that students should be able to not only understand and 

evaluate arguments made by others, but also to rigorously develop their own 

arguments which are valid (based on good reasoning) and sound (valid and based on 

good evidence).  
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Second, the analytical dimension of evaluating evidence and its use. Evidence 

provided in support of a position can be evaluated apart from the position advanced. 

It also involves analyzing and evaluating arguments. It can indeed be difficult to 

evaluate an argument without an adequate grasp of its structure: what is assumed 

(implicitly or explicitly)? How does the author intend the premises to lead to the 

conclusion? Are there intermediate argument steps? Knowing the specific 

relationships among parts of an argument is helpful in finding and assessing both its 

strong and weak points. 

Third, the analytical dimension of understanding the particular implications 

and consequences. The conclusion of an argument is not always explicitly stated. 

Furthermore, arguments and positions on issues can have multiple unanticipated 

consequences and implications that go beyond the original argument. If we accept 

some particular principle, what follows? What might be some possible results 

(intended or otherwise) of a recommended course of action? 

Fourth, the dimension of understanding causation and explanation is 

applicable to and works with all of the analytical and synthetic dimensions, because it 

can involve considerations of evidence, implications, and argument structure, as well 

as either evaluation or argument production. Causes or explanations feature 

prominently in a wide range of critical thinking contexts. 

For the needs of the present work (desk research phase), the consortium 

employed both qualitative and quantitative methods: an online survey and face-to-

face interviews. Data collection was not an easy procedure, given that it took place 

during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown period (March-May 2020). So, the use of the 

internet was indeed necessary and salvatory for doing our methods. 

The online survey, made via a free online tool, contained questions such as: 

Does your institution offer any kind of CT-based course? If yes, how is it in terms of 

content and outcomes? If no, do you think CT-based education is relevant for HE 

students? (Why? Which factors impede critical thinking in HE?) – All participants were 

academic staff members from EU Higher Education institutions. National research 

coordinators aimed to get representative general data. In case of respondents 

answering yes to the first three questions, more in-depth face-to-face (via Skype) 

interviews were scheduled in order to get more first-hand details about existing 

curricula and programmes (and their impact). In case of respondents answering no, 

they invited to join the project and to be involved in the subsequent phases, especially 

within the dissemination and exploitation plan. 
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The collected research material was made meaningful by a kind of thematic 

content analysis. This categorised accounts of critical thinking into:  

• knowledge,  

• skills, and  

• attitudes/values/ethics  

First, knowledge includes (a) reason effectively, use systems thinking, and 

evaluate evidence; (b) solve problems; and (c) clearly articulate. Second, skills include 

(a) reason effectively and (b) use systems thinking. Attitudes/values/ethics include (a) 

make reasoned judgments and decisions, (b) solve problems, and (c) attitudinal 

disposition (comprising both affective, cognitive and practical dimensions). This 

reflects the KSAVE model, thanks to which the conception of 21st century skills has 

been widespread in the wide academic community.13 

Concluding remarks 

It is rather impressive to find faculty members agreeing almost unanimously that 

teaching students to ”think critically” is the principal aim of higher education 

(undergraduate education in particular). The ability to think critically means to ask 

pertinent questions, recognize and define problems, identify the arguments on all 

sides of an issue, search for and use relevant data, and arrive in the end at carefully 

reasoned judgments. This is the indispensible means of making effective and creative 

use of information and knowledge. 

What is remarkable, then, is not that professors (faculty members in general) 

place so high a value on critical thinking (albeit not reaching a common definition); it 

is exactly that they do not do more to act on their belief. This also involves 

programmatic statements and declarations by higher education authorities. Ironically, 

the fact that faculties rarely stop to consider what a strong commitment to critical 

thinking would entail may help to explain why they have been so ready to agree on its 

importance. Notably, very few universities, libraries, and journals provide mentoring 

and guidelines for avoiding predatory journals (and predatory publishing in general). 

But until authors recognize the pressing and urgent need to proactively seek 

information, the role of mentors or formal courses and workshops will be important 

in raising awareness (Christopher & Young 2015). 

It is almost customary for university faculties to get attached to several 

different visions of ”critical education”, with no single CT model proving itself superior 

 
13 See www.atc21s.org  

http://www.atc21s.org/
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in a clearly demonstrable way. Nor has any CT-related general theory or universal 

method emerged to adequately combine or unite the separate disciplines. 

Transdisciplinarity, or the unity of knowledge, still remains an elusive ideal. The next 

section contributes with insights based on the analysis of empirical data drawn from 

a small-scale online survey conducted by ”Dialogue” consortium. 
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Section 2: Results from Sub-activity 2 Online survey14 

 

Introduction 

 

The project "Διάλογος – dialogue down the post-truth hole: programmes and tools for digging 

through information and beliefs in the post-truth era" aims at fighting disinformation and false 

beliefs while promoting critical and scientific reasoning for a general improvement of the EU 

society. It aims at developing and validating Critical Thinking-based curricula for Higher 

Education (HE) and Adult Education (AE) in 6 EU countries –Greece, Italy, Spain, the United 

Kingdom, Bulgaria and Romania – with a view to scaling-up the process of adoption to the 

whole EU.  

Within the frame of Dialogue project, a quantitative online survey has been scheduled 

in order to capture initial ideas concerning Critical thinking in various institutions around 

Europe. The online survey and adequate questionnaire are part of a preliminary research 

phase, aimed at analyzing the state-of-the-art of Critical Thinking teaching in Europe. The 

online survey was conducted simultaneously with desk research so as the following design 

phase will define learning outcomes, learning units and correspondent assessment tools for 

undergraduates and graduates, on one hand, and learners of Adult Education, on the other.  

Close to the beginning of the project’s implementation, the coronavirus (COVID - 19) 

pandemic and the restricting measures imposed for its confrontation globally, including 

complete lockdown in all participating countries, affected fieldwork process, as well. 

Therefore, a rescheduling of activities took place upon mutual agreement of partners and 

funding authority. Consequently, the online survey and relevant qualitative interviews time 

frame have been both postponed.  

 
14 The analysis of this section has been conducted by Dimitra Kondyli, member of EKKE research team. 
Section of Open Questions that involves Python Processing has been developed in collaboration with 
Nicolas Klironomos, MA student of Political Sciences. 
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EKKΕ is leading all research activities due to its long tradition of social research.  The 

online survey lasted from February 1st to March 2020.  Extending of the online survey did not 

actually affect the implementation of research activities and the related outcomes. At the 

same time, there have been shifts in the social situation that have led to many scientists 

talking about a pro-covid and meta-covid eras. Stances and attitudes are gradually changing, 

new uncertainties are governing behaviors, enhancing irrationality and fears. In this Covid-19 

conjecture, the project’s objectives are gaining new perspectives that render Critical Thinking 

even more constructive and necessary in contemporary societies.  

 

Online survey process 

The coordinator, EKKE provided all partners with the online survey template, in order to get 

first-hand data from stakeholders (academic staff, educational managers and teachers) in 

partners and other EU countries. The survey aimed at getting representative data from as 

many European countries as possible. The survey questionnaire included 10 questions which 

addressed the issue of CT in terms of implemented courses in the curriculum of the country, 

of their institution and furthermore the relevance of CT competence related to the education 

process. The questionnaire had been composed of questions that investigates the wiliness of 

participants and the theoretical knowledge they could have concerning CT than specific input 

on CT courses. The research team was aware of the importance of CT courses as well as the 

lack of integrated to the HE or AE centres CT curriculum. At the end of the questionnaire some 

background information was recorded on the country of origin of respondent, the type of 

institute he/she works with and the area of expertise as follows: 

Both for HE and AE surveys, in case of respondents answering yes, more in-depth 

face2face (e.g. via Skype) interviews will be scheduled in order to get more first-hand details 

about existing curricula and programmes. The coordinator will provide the implementation 

scheme after having reviewed the online survey results; in case of respondents answering no, 

they will be invited to join the project and to be involved in the subsequent phases, especially 

within the dissemination and exploitation plan. 
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Potential participants received a letter ensuring them that data should be treated in 

compliance with GDPR rules as well as the research code of EKKE guaranteed by its Ethic 

Committee. Upon affirmative response from potential respondents a unique link was 

forwarded to them for the completion of the questionnaire. All partners participated to the 

online survey in view of reaching our target’s population, namely academic teachers and /or 

AE centres within the four countries as well as in Europe. The questionnaire lasted 10’. 

Questions aimed at investigating whether a consensus could be possible between academia 

and vocational-training world on the interpretation/meaning of Critical Thinking. In order to 

help reflect upon this, the questionnaire provided a technical definition broadly adopted. 

Another question related to the characteristics and qualities of CT as a skill for furthering 

better research. Some open questions attempted to define what CT is meant to be for each 

particular respondent, whether they provided or not related courses and their thoughts about 

it. Finally, there was a question that operated as filter for further respondents willing to 

provide more information.  

   This is a quantitative survey that includes open questions in order to investigate the 

extent that CT course/s is/are already, part of the curricula of respective countries, the 

intention to instigate such courses, main concepts that constitute CT according to participants 

experience(s).  Research results dealing with quantitative data will be presented by graphics 

whilst open questions on the meaning of CT were processed by key-words as groups of 

concepts. These open questions in the Quantitative survey have been analyzed following a 

Grounded Theory’s approach (Crotty 2003) building up from the data to concepts.  Thus, open 

questions operated as valuable complementary input for defining CT’ components. 

Given the main goal of the project - the promotion of a set of key competences 

addressing HE learners first and, complementarily, AE learners – the consortium has been 

composed reflecting this double scope by Higher Education (HE) institutions as well as Adult 

Education (AE) centres. Thus, 5 out of 7 partners, National Centre for Social Research (EKKE), 

Greece, University of Keele (UK), Università Telematica degli Studi (IUL), Italy, Burgaski Freei 

University (BFU), Bulgaria and Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM), Spain belong to 

HE, whilst 2 “Ioan C. Stefanescu” (ICS) and A.R.E.S belong to AE. Due to the hybrid nature of 

AE centres in Europe, where regulations strongly vary from country to country and also inside 
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the same country, the involved AE centres are at the intersection with the VET sector (ARES) 

and School sector (ICS), thus further expanding the scope of the consortium and reaching all 

the possible education levels. Among the consortium's HE institutions, even if they all belong 

to Social Sciences/Humanities sectors, there is a high level of variety of subjects covered, size 

of the institutions, juridical status and teaching methodologies and approaches, thus ensuring 

a strong level of representativeness with regard to the different types of HE organizations in 

the EU. The composition of the partners ‘consortium allowed to approach the concept of CT 

in relation to theoretical and more applied educational curricula and experts who are actively 

involved in the field of education and life- long learning. In addition, the associated partner 

“Foundation for Critical Thinking” (FCT) is a center of excellence in the field of critical thinking 

that works closely with higher education institutions in developing and propagating effective 

professional development programs in critical thinking. The Consortium can gain experience 

from its sound knowledge and experience in curriculum development.  

 All partners participated to the online survey in view of reaching our target’ 

population, namely academic teachers and /or AE centres within the four countries as well as 

in Europe. The questionnaire lasted 10’. The questionnaire had been completed by 121 

respondents who were native of 16 European countries. Despite the fact that the online 

survey was not a big scale survey, representation of sample has met the project’s criteria. This 

came as a joint effort of seven institutions, six countries and one associated partner located 

in onother continent in the middle of a pandemic.  As Claude Bernard said regarding progress 

in pubic health domain in relation to experimental process, many years  ago “don’t look at the 

microbes without looking at the field” we can argue that we may constitute better narratives 

for Critical Thinking with evidence-based research.  

Results from the online survey: Quantitative analysis  

 

Profile of respondents:  The Consortium mobilized participants from both fields, 

higher education institutions and Adult education centers; respondents are academics from 

different disciplines.  The majority of respondents are coming from Social Science and 

Humanities (SSH), due mainly to the following reasons: all partners belong to this scientific 
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domain  and because CT courses are being developed mostly within SSH curricula. As a 

consequence, respondents belonging to Natural/ physical sciences were less represented. 

There is also a representation of professionals working in the education and training 

institutions (VET sector) as well as educational centers and schools.  

  Moreover, the following picture shows the provenance of participants. As we can 

see, the majority of the participants came from Spain and Italy (19% and 18,2% respectively) 

followed by UK, Romania, Bulgaria Romania, Greece, Ireland, Turkey at a small percentage 

between 3%-3,31%. Belgium, Colombia, Czech Republic, Finland, Latvia and Sweden represent 

less than 1% of participants. We should take into consideration, when going through the 

following graphs and related percentages that the number of cases are limited (121) thus, 

percentages should be read as tendencies rather than evidence when data “narrate“ about 

Critical Thinking curriculum.  

 

 

Graph 1: Participants ‘countries  
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Participants areas of expertise are various. The majority come from Social Science & 

Humanities (SSH) as well as Law (63%) seconded by Management area (17%) and 

Mathematics/Natural sciences (8,26) and training services (4.13%). It has already been 

pointed out in the proposal that this is due to the partners Consortium itself and the strong 

representation of SSH, thus this characteristic is expected.  

 

Graph 2: Areas of expertise of respondents  

 

We further decided to combine type of institutions with area of expertise of 

participants. This relation may influence ways of understanding and consideration of CT-based 

curriculum.  The high representation of HE and SSH may explain the high consideration 

participants reveal with regard to CT-curriculum development 
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Q16 

 

Graph 3: Type of institution and area of expertise  

 

Regarding the question “whether their institution offers any kind of course focused 

on Critical Thinking”, the vast majority answered no (70.25%) and the rest, 29.75% answered 

yes (see Gr.2). CT courses are part of the curriculum in the UK at a higher percentage than in 

other countries followed at a lesser extent by Romania and Greece ((13%). Respondents from 

Italy and Bulgaria reply on this question at a rate of 9% whilst other countries’ respondents 

stated yes between 2,33%-4,65%.  
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Graph 4: Institutions offering   course(s) specifically focused on Critical Thinking 

 

The following filter question (Graph 5) is addressed to those who answered that their 

institution doesn’t offer any kind of course focused on CT. It is very stimulating, for the 

objectives of Δ-3 project, that they consider the inclusion of such course necessary (74%). On 

the contrary, a 26.4% of respondents do not see the necessity of teaching material regarding 

CT. 

 

  Graph 5: Inclusion of a CT course if not provided yet  
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Does your institution offer any kind of 
course specifically focused on Critical 

Thinking?
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In the following graph (6) that relates to the question “Does your institution offer any 

session(s) of Critical Thinking as part of existing courses?” respondents from UK stated at the 

higher percentage among our sample (32,56%) that their institutions provide Critical thinking 

within educational curriculum, followed by Greece and Romania (13%). Respondents from 

Italy and Bulgaria stated yes at rate of 9% whilst other countries’ respondents stated yes 

between 2,33%-4,65%.  We observe that promotion and understanding of CT with respect to 

the afore mentioned statements despite the importance of the concept per se, should further 

be promoted in HE and AE education curricula via stake holders, policy making bodies etc.     

 

 

Graph 6: Institutions per country offering  CT   

 

Critical Thinking is qualified as a major competence for the labour market as we can 

observe in the following graph (6). It ranks the highest value that is at a great extent followed 

by the second highly ranked value at a moderate extent. It must be pointed out that that this 

research finding is in line with an important report published by a consortium of US 

organizations in 2006 (Casner-Lotto and Benner 2006), The highest ranked skill as rated by 

employers was “critical thinking,” surpassing “innovation” and “application of information 

technology. At another survey conducted by the Association of American Colleges and 
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Universities (AAC&U, 2011), 95% of the chief academic officers from 433 institutions rated 

critical thinking as one of the most important intellectual skill for their students. Hence, 

findings from employers resonate with voices from academics. Findings of the afore 

mentioned surveys agree with our small-scale quantitative survey.  

 

Q10a Q10m: Supposing that they gave you the following questions (q10a - q10m) how 

relevant would you consider them  from a CT perspective if you are teaching an Introductory 

Critical Thinking Course and you share a passage or a picture with the students?  

 



   

 

Graph 7: Relevant questions form a CT perspective to be included in a CT course for a study object   
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The  question’s items 10a-10m representing all inserted values. Percentages are the 

same since it is the same question as shown in Graph 6. However, we can depict, based on 

the colours, the answers (values ) that rank from higly relevant to less relevant.    

 

 

 

Graph 8: Relevant questions from a CT perspective to be included in a CT course for a 

study object  (all values included) 

 

As hidden messages reveal to be the most important component of initiating a CT 

course among a question’s item. In order to get better insights  we attempted to find  based 

on the data, the participants who stated “hidden messages as highly relevant”, the type of 

organisations they are affiliated with. We proceeded with the following typology of 

institutions: universities, resaerch institutes, education training-services servcies-consulting 

sector and secondary education’s institutions. Based on this classification the relation 
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between CT courses and types of organisations is shown in the following graph (these 

classified organisations provide us with the following information) (see Graphs 6 &7)   

HE institutions’ respondents considered that hidden messages are an essential 

component, followed by education-training centers. Both types of institutions are most  

represented in the sample, thus we choose to comment on both. In HE curricula students 

usually deal with the complexity of studied phenomena, complexity/knowledge requirements 

of the academic discourse per se and they also should be able to locate crucial hidden 

messages, logics, premises from conclusions ….. ( Davies 2009). 

 

 

 

 

Graph 9: Respondents and type of institution in relation to Q10’ item “Hidden 

messages as highly relevant”  

Moreover, despite the confirmed positive statements  of participants regarding CT 

into educational development curricula,  to further investigate reasons behind this rather 

weake Critical Thinking incorporation to various curricula. We observe that the most 

frequented reason of delayed development of CT based curricula is due to sceptimism from 

institution’s’ administration. A second obstacle relys upon issues of accrediation that can be 
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also connected to administrations’ broader issues. Students seem to be the less imortant 

obstacle to anticipate when dealing with the problems. 

Q11  

Graph 10: Obstacles to overcome regarding a CT-based curriculum ranking 1 to 5  

  

A useful information concerning potential development of CT-based curriculum is the 

appropriate time frame to initiate a CT course. The vast majority considered that the 

beginning of graduate studies is the suitable moment for a CT course to be more useful and 

influenceable (60.33%). As we will see in the following section, critical thinking can be a 

synthesis of skills, knowledge and values thus, students, trainees and any individual in an 

educational’ path can gain from this competence. A smaller percentage consider that CT-

curriculum can still be introduced in the midst of graduate studies.   
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Graph 11: At what moment of the educational curriculum a CT course can be useful  

 

Q13 

 

Graph 12: Teaching hours for CT-based learning 

The majority claimed more than 16 hours of CT based course to be effective in order 

for students/trainees to capitalize knowledge and skills taught.    

Finally, we will end this particular section of data presentation with learning strategies 

for CT courses. Repondents believe that CT based learning requires mixted strategies of new 

content, new seminars along with modification of existing lectures.   All set of responses 
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through the quantitative kind of questions showed that respondents dispose of ideas and 

thoughts about the setting-up, necessity of CT, what the constrains to overcome and the 

curriculum to be developed 

 

 Graph 13: CT based -learning structure  

 

The following graph represents ways of teaching an Introductory Critical Thinking in a 

play role perspective. Respondents are being asked to formulate appropriate ranked 

questions they are supposed to ask in a simulation of the role of students who critically engage 

with the material that teachers are supposed to share.  The formulated questions (q10-10m) 

will be considered from a CT perspective and they will be ranked as highly or moderately 

relevant. We opted to represent the graph for these two higher values the set of values the 

questions (variables) were taking were four: "Highly relevant, Moderately relevant, Of little 

relevance, Of no relevance, Don't know/ No answer”. Respondents claim that hidden 

messages are prioritized in order to critically engage conversation about an object followed 

by different interpretations of the credibility of information available about the meaning of 

credibility of knowledge and sources alike. Other issues that rank high as well, refer and deal 

with past knowledge and beliefs. These points are in line with the approach  of ideal critical 

thinkers that dispose of judgment of credibility of  source, that they use  their background 

information, knowledge of the situations and previously established conclusions (Ennis 

2015:35 in Davies & Barnett)  As we will further develop in the open questions the key 
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concepts as key words that are present when investigating data of the present online survey 

either in nominal or ordinal values, Critical Thinking  is perceived as reflective thinking the 

“skills-and-judgments” view  (Davies &Barnette 2015:11 )  

 

 

  

 

Graph 14: To what extent Critical Thinking is a skill needed in the labour market 

 

Further more we wanted to investigate whether the type of institutions respondents 

work, have an impact on the statement that  CT is  a skill required for labour market.   

 

Graph 15: Importance of CT in labour market in relation to respondents’ institutions  
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II) Research results: Reconstructing Critical thinking through the elaboration of open 

questions 

The open questions are being processed the same way as qualitative data. For Q2, Q3, 

analysis is based on Grounded theory that provides conceptual overview with grounded 

interpretation, explanations, impacts, underlying causes and so forth” (Glaser, 2003:118). We 

classified the sentences, words into concepts, countering the frequency of same responses, 

we then constituted broader concepts which further classified under three main categories 

that came across: Knowledge/skills/Values attitudes, ethics as appeared to be the most 

repeated keywords. The metrics of key words have been executed with Python language 

processing.  

 

  Open ended Question 2 

In the  Question Q2: “Please write down up to three things that comes across your 

mind when you hear or read the phrase "Critical Thinking”.The answers given by the 

def words_count(str): 
    counts = dict() 
    words = str.split() 
 
    for word in words: 
        if word in counts: 
            counts[word] += 1 
        else: 
            counts[word] = 1 
 
    return counts 
 
print( word_count('text')) 
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participants were formatted in a way that every single answer out of the three that every 

person gave, was given in a single word by replacing the spaces with full stops. That way we 

could input that corpus of words into Python in order to quantify the given answers. Here’s 

the algorithm that was used in order to achieve that:  

 

 

The results of this procedure are: 

Analysis 28 

Evaluation 11 

Information 5 

Research 5 

Argumentation 6 

Reflection 4 

Autonomy 3 

Creativity 6 

Curiosity 3 

Knowledge 6 

Logic 3 

problem.solving 3 

Questioning 5 

Reflection 3 

Responsibility 3 

Arguments 2 

Decision 2 

Discussion 2 

Doubt 2 

Freedom 2 

Independence 2 

Innovation 4 
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Logic 4 

Perspective 2 

Philosophy 2 

Reasoning 2 

Thinking 4 

Truth 4 

25/5000.go.beyond.appearances 1 

A.non.standard.approach.to.evaluating.and.managing.situations 1 

acknowledge.prejudices 1 

active.participation 1 

Alternative.system 1 

an.ability.to.question.the.relevance.of.such.perspectives 1 

Asking.questions 1 

Assessment 2 

Assumptions 1 

Avoiding.prejudices 1 

Awareness 2 

based.on.the.authority.of.the.source 1 

Being.open.and.understanding.to.different.perspectives.in.relation.to.a.topic.or.field.of.study 1 

Beliefs 1 

Brain 1 

Challenge.and.Considering.alternatives 1 

Change 1 

climate.change 1 

Cognitive.and.intellectual.abilities 1 

Communication 1 

Compare 1 

compare.and.evaluate 1 

compare.arguments.brought.in.support.or.rejection.of.some.ideas 1 
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Comparison 2 

Complexity 2 

Comprehension 1 

Concentration 1 

Conclusion 1 

Consciousness 1 

Consensus 1 

consideration.of.counter-arguments 1 

considering.a.different.perspective 1 

construction.of.an.argument 1 

Contestation 1 

Contrast 1 

correct.interpretation 1 

Courage 1 

creative.practice 1 

Critical.Legal.Studies 1 

critical.spirit 1 

critical.theory 1 

critical.thinking 2 

Criticality 1 

Criticism 1 

Criticize 1 

Critique 1 

Crucial 1 

Culture 1 

Datas 1 

Debate 2 

deciding.on.the.pros.and.cons 1 

decision.making 1 
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deductive.vs.inductive.reasoning 1 

democratic.citizenship 1 

detailed.informations 3 

Dialogue 3 

different.opinion 1 

different.solutions 1 

different.standpoints 1 

Difficult 1 

Diminishing 1 

Discernment 1 

Discussion 1 

Distance 1 

do.not.uncritically.accept.information 1 

double-check.of.the.information 1 

Doubt 2 

economic.transformation 1 

Education 2 

elaboration.of.previous.taken.for.granted.opinions.and.assumptions 1 

Emancipation 1 

Engagement 1 

Enlightment 1 

essence.of.thinking 1 

Essential 1 

estimate.consequences 1 

evaluate.alternatives 1 

evaluation.of.factual.evidence 1 

Exchange 1 

Experience 1 

filter.the.opinions.by.reference.to.the.logical.principles.or.the.rules.of.the.correct.argumentation 1 
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find.truth.in.facts 1 

Firm 1 

flexible.thinking 1 

Forming.and.presentation.of.arguments 1 

Frankfurt.School 1 

Freedom 1 

freedom.of.expression 1 

Freedom.of.thoughts 1 

Generalization 1 

german.idealism 1 

Good 1 

Good.basis.for.optimizing.the.activities.of.making.of.creative.and.meaningful.solutions 1 

good.use.of.reseach.skills 1 

Growth 1 

Heterodox 1 

Heterodox.ideas 1 

Heuristic 1 

Identify 1 

Im.so.sorry.but.I.have.never.hear.Critical.Thinking 1 

Improvement 1 

in-depth.analysis 1 

in.order.to.understand.different.perspectives 1 

Informed 1 

intellectual.freedom 1 

intellectual.honesty 1 

Intelligence 1 

Interpretation 1 

invalid.reasoning 1 

It's.one.of.multiple.intelligences 1 
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It.means.a.deeply.analyse.of.some.information.and.than.make.a.reasoned.judgement 1 

Judgement 1 

Justification 1 

Kant 1 

knowledge.processes 1 

knowledgeable.judgement 1 

learn.more.and.reflect 1 

Learning 1 

Link 1 

literary.criticism 1 

logical.reasoning 1 

making.logical.connections 1 

Manipulation 1 

Marxism 1 

media.literacy.skills 1 

Method 1 

Methodology 1 

Methodology 1 

mind-openness 1 

multiple.perspectives 1 

necessary.in.life 1 

necessary.in.the.job 1 

No.Mainstream.Economics 1 

no.official 1 

non-circular 1 

Nonconformity 1 

not.ideologically.biased 1 

not.taking..facts.for.granted 1 

Not.taking.everything.we.see.at.a.''face.value 1 
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Novel.ideas 1 

objectivity.in.evaluation 1 

observe.with.detachment 1 

open-minded 1 

open.mind 1 

Opposition 1 

Orthodoxy 1 

Other.Alternatives 1 

out.the.box 1 

own.doubt 1 

own.mind 1 

personal.development 1 

Possibility 1 

presence.of.mind 1 

Progress 1 

Question 1 

question.oneself 1 

Questioning.arguments 1 

Questions 1 

Questions 1 

radical.thought 1 

Rating 1 

Rational 1 

rational.decision 1 

Rational.discrimination 1 

readiness.for.good.cooperation 1 

Reading 1 

Reasoning 1 

Recognition.analysis.and.evaluation.of.statements 1 
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reflecting.on.the.value.of.the.aforementioned.perspectives 1 

reflective.thinking 1 

reflexive 1 

Reflexivity 1 

rejection.of.rote.learning 1 

Relevant 1 

reliability 1 

results 1 

Revolution 1 

scepticism 1 

science 2 

Scrutinize.based.on.facts/evidence 1 

secularism 1 

Selecting.and.formulating.relevant.and.concluding.assumptions 1 

self-criticism 1 

self-reflexivity 1 

sense 1 

Social.change 1 

solution 1 

solve 1 

sources 1 

state.of.art 1 

strange 1 

survival 1 

suspicion 1 

take.distance 1 

The.ability.to.analyze.events.without.being.influenced.by.other.people.opinions 1 

The.ability.to.review.a.range.of.perspectives.of.one.topic.and.draw.your.own.conclusion.based.on.those.perspectives  1 

The.ability.to.see.flaws.in.something.and.offer.alternatives 1 
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the.essential 1 

The.way.in.which.we.make.decisions 1 

think.for.you.own.not.what.others.tell.you.to.think 1 

think.slowly 1 

thinking.about 1 

thorough.analysis 1 

to.interrogate.in.order.to.identify.the.bases 1 

training 1 

understanding 1 

verification 1 

verify 1 

we.shouldn't.judge.something.by.its.appearance 1 

western.philosophy 1 

why 1 

your.own.opinion 1 

 

 

The next step was to code those quantified answers into three distinct categories and 

their respective subcategories:  

1. Knowledge, with 6 subcategories 

2. Skills, with 8 subcategories 

3. Attitudes & Values, with 7 subcategories 

 

Knowledge includes: 

(a) reasoning and evaluating 

effectively 
 
(b) argumentation 

(c) clearly articulate 
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(d) information 

(e) reflection 

(f) freedom 

 

Skills include:  

(a) reason effectively 

(b) innovative analysis 

(c) creativity 

(d) decision 

(e) communication 

(f) rationalism 

(g) problem solving  

(i)methodology 

 

Attitudes & values include: 

(a) freedom 

(b) attitudinal disposition 

(c) open-mind 

(d) truth seeking; curiosity; doubt 

(e) questioning 

(f) responsibility  

 

Based on the above, 3 visualizations were created in wordcloud format for the Q1 

question, one for each category. The frequency of occurrence and the size of each subcategory 

is proportional to the frequency of its occurrence: 
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In the open-ended question Q4: “If your institution offers a course specifically focused 

on Critical Thinking could you briefly describe the learning objectives of the course?”, the 

answers given by the participants were coded in 20 subcategories which are presented in the 

following table by frequency: 

analyze/analysis/evaluate 6 

communication/understanding the message/management of 

communication 

8 

individual growth and development 3 

argumentation/reasoning/debate/dialogue 1

6 

curiosity/questioning/research/doubt 2 

interpretation 2 

logic 2 
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decision making 1 

ethics/code of conduct 4 

perspective/empathy 3 

reflection/reflective process 5 

creativity/innovation 1 

thinking/understanding 2 

critical assessment 1 

information 1 

thesis-antithesis 3 

cognitive skills 5 

problem solving 2 

Social Work/practice/applied/managerial 4 

methodology 1 

 

And then 18 categories emerged: 

(a) Argumentation / reasoning 

(b) Analysis 

(c) Ethics 

(d) Communication 

(e) Reflective process 

(f) Problem solving 

(g) Innovation 

(h) Thesis-antithesis 
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(i) Perspective 

(j) Information 

(k) Logic 

(l) Thinking 

(m) Individual growth 

(n) Methodology 

(o) Applied 

(p) Critical assessment 

(q) Curiosity  

(r) Interpretation 
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Based on the above, 1 visualization waw created in wordcloud format for the 

Q4question. The frequency of occurrence and the size of each subcategory is proportional to 

the frequency of its occurrence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the open-ended Question Q8: “If your institution offers session(s) or courses of 

Critical Thinking, could you please briefly describe their learning objectives?” the answers 

given by the participants were coded in 29 subcategories which were included in 4 major 

categories depending on their subject. These 4 categories are: Skills, Theoretical Background, 

Applied Critical Thinking and Attitudes. 

  



   

 

Skills 
Theoretical 
background 

Applied Critical 
Thinking 

Attitudes 

problem solving 
5 

cultural 
anthropology 

1 
training 

1 
independent 
reasoning 

4 

access and 
analyze 

2 
psychosocial 
analysis 

1 
work 
experience 

1 
negotiation 

2 

communication 
2 

law 
4 

discourse 
analysis 

1 
reflective 
thinking 

1 

argumentation 
5 

economics 
1 

method 
2 

Observation & 
interpretation 

1 

judgement and 
decision making 

3 
management 
& business 

1 
evaluate 

2 
transformation 
of thinking 

1 

reflective 
thinking 

1 new 
knowledge 

1 
doing 
responsible 
research 

4 

  
observation & 
interpretation 

1 
  innovation 

1 
  

new knowledge 
1 

  

problem 
solving 

5 
  

emotional 
intelligence 

1 

      

negotiation 2       

 Sum=23  Sum=9  Sum=17  Sum=9 



   

  

In the table above you can see these 4 major categories, the subcategories contained 

in each of them, the frequency of occurrence of each subcategory as well as the summary of 

the answers that were included in each category. Based on the above, 4 visualizations were 

created in word-cloud format for the Q9 question, one for each category. The frequency of 

the occurrence and the size of each subcategory is proportional to the frequency of its 

occurrence: 

 

 



 
 
 

2 
 
 



 
 
 

3 
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-

In the open-ended question Q9: “If your institution does not offer a course specifically 

focused on Critical Thinking, but you consider it necessary, could you briefly describe the 

learning objectives of a prospective course?”, the answers given by the participants were 

coded in 32 subcategories which were included in 4 major categories depending on their 

subject:  

 

Skills Theoretical background Applied Critical Thinking Attitudes 

problem solving 11 verification 3 problem solving 11 curiosity 1 

analyze data 
9 

history of ideas 
6 

creativity/thinking 
out of the box 

6 
cognitive flexibility 4 

verification 3 methods of thought pedagogical praxis 1 independence 1 

argumentation 10 rhetorical figures tools of analysis 6 ethics 1 

creativity/thinking 
out of the box 

6 
radical theories 

1 
team 
building/people 
management 

1 

  
data presentation 2   training 2   

logical connections 7   learning by doing 
5 

  
judgement and 
decision making 

7 
  proficient skills   

critical assessment 11   responsible research 1   

communication 5       

negotiations 1       
emotional 
intelligence 

1 
      

cognitive flexibility 4       

knowledge 3       

 

S
Sum=80 

 

S
Sum
=10  

S
Sum
=33  

S
Sum
=7 

 

 

In the table above you can see these 4 major categories, the subcategories contained 

in each of them, the frequency of occurrence of each subcategory as well as the total of the 

answers that were included in each category. Based on the above, 4 visualizations were 
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created in word-cloud format for the Q9 question, one for each category. The frequency of 

occurrence and the size of each subcategory is proportional to the frequency of its occurrence: 
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Concluding remarks  

The interpretation of critical thinking can generate various definitions and 

connotations. The analysis of our survey data led us to the following assumption: 

Participants feel aware of the necessity for institutions (HE and AE) to be part of the 

building up of critical thinkers by promoting CT development at professional/personal 

level.  b) CT is easily recognized as a skill needed for the labour market c) Critical 

thinking in our case can be categorized through the scheme: Knowledge, skill and 

values, attitudes and ethics. This finding is in line with assessments ‘procedures that 

are being set-up.’ D) Development of CT curricula can help people feeling stronger 

and resilient in uncertain times of crisis.  Thus, developing CT as a skill is a critical task 

that educational institution should take seriously, if it is to provide a better equipment 

within a global context of uncertainty, volatility and disruption (such as the Covid-19 

context). Acquiring CT skills increases the possibility of making decisions as a result 

/product of careful research and reasoning.  According to OECD (2009) paper, Critical 

thinking typically include competences of problem solving, collaboration, analytical 

thought, information processing, knowledge based on past experience, interacting 

with attitudes and values. Critical thinking is considered also one of the most 

important skills deemed necessary for college graduates to become effective 

contributors in the global workforce (Lue et all 2014).  

According to our findings, some meaningful learning objectives of a CT 

curriculum would be the development of skills, of applied critical thinking, of 

mobilizing attitudes and values to respond to academic, professional and personal 

challenges. Skills include the competence of the individual with respect to problem 

solving,  analysis of data as evidence for reliable information, verification, creativity 

(thinking out of the box), logical connections and decision making, critical assessment 
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communication. Curiosity and questioning, research that build upon a strong 

theoretical background, which is also questioned. Critical thinking also encourages 

the development of arguments and methods, reasoning, debate and/or dialogue. 

Within a CT perspective, the dialogical way of knowing things, constitutes the royal 

road to knowledge. It forges attitudes that enhance reasoning and reflective spirit. 

There is probably a possible bias of the representation of SSH in our online survey in 

relation to the extent critical thinking is important as well as related learning 

objectives and benefits. However, in Critical Thinking literature, CT is an essential 

competence that enables citizens to participate in democratic societies in a critical 

and aware manner. We believe that the research findings enhance critically the goals 

and purpose of the initial design of Δ-project.   
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APPENDIX 1: Mapping CT-based learning 

Greece 

Question Description 

Is there any recent policy paper (or 

research paper) examining Critical Thinking 

in HE or AE in your country? Please describe 

in brief (definitions, approaches, empirical 

findings).  

NO.  

Are there HE or AE institutes in 

your country that offer CT-based learning? 

Please describe the key characteristics of 

these institutes (type of institute, field of 

expertise, communication details).  

In case there are institutes offering 

CT-based learning in your country, which are 

the main features of these programs:  

- Learning objectives? 

- Courses, sessions, 

modules? 

- How many hours? 

- Accredited or not?  

- Are there assessment 

tests for the students? 

- Which is the target 

audience (undergraduate students, 

postgraduate students, PhD candidates, adult 

learners)? 

 

 

 

 

 

There are only a few courses mainly addressed to graduate 

students. 

EXAMPLES:  

1) MA “Critical thinking and soft skills in Biomedical Sciences” 

(Accredited), offered by the Department of Medicine, Aristotle University of 

Thessaloniki, Greece, in collaboration with the Department of Primary 

Education, Faculty of Education, University of Western Macedonia, Florina, 

Greece. Post-graduate studies here are leading to MA “Critical thinking and 

soft skills in Biomedical Sciences”, which is mainly addressing graduates of 

Health Sciences, but it is open to graduates of HEIs in general as well. This 

post-graduate interdiscplinary program directly pertains to the systematic 

development of soft (critical thinking) skills, focusing however in the wider 

biomedical sector.  

The course duration is 12 months and the course cost is €4,000. 

More information: http://www.med.auth.gr/tags/kritiki-skepsi-kai-ipies-

dexiotites-soft-skills-stis- 

vioiatrikes-epistimes-0 ; https://qa.auth.gr/en/pms/143 (in Greek) 

2) Interinstitutional Program of Postgraduate Studies (MSc) in 

Bioentrepreneurship (Accredited), which is co-organised by the Department 

of Biochemistry and Biotechnology, University of Thessaly and Institute of 

Biology, Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Biotechnology, The National 

Hellenic Research Foundation. 

This MSc program aims to develop the entrepreneurial and 

innovative (critical thinking-related) skills of young scientists and to 

integrate academic education and business training. The MSc in Bio-

entrepreneurship is the first postgraduate program in Greece composed of 

multi-component and transferable learning activities facilitating the 

http://www.med.auth.gr/tags/kritiki-skepsi-kai-ipies-dexiotites-soft-skills-stis-
http://www.med.auth.gr/tags/kritiki-skepsi-kai-ipies-dexiotites-soft-skills-stis-
http://www.med.auth.gr/tags/kritiki-skepsi-kai-ipies-dexiotites-soft-skills-stis-vioiatrikes-epistimes-0
https://qa.auth.gr/en/pms/143
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development of scientific, business and entrepreneurship skills.The MSc 

graduates acquire all the necessary skills for a successful career in the world 

of enterprises and will be able to translate innovation to products and 

services, rendering themselves valuable human resources for the business 

domain. The duration of the course is 12 months and the cost of the course 

is €3,000. More information: http://bioepixirin.bio.uth.gr/en/ (in English). 

Of course, the latter Program of Postgraduate Studies is more loosely 

related to critical thinking per se.  

3) European Communication Institute (ECI), a HE synergy of public 

European entities (Donau Universität Krems, ΑΤΗΕΝΑ Research and 

Innovation Center in Information Communication and Knowledge 

Technologies, Botsis Foundation for Journalism Excellence, and National 

Technical University of Athens) has occasionally enriched its Postgraduate 

Studies Program on "Qualitative Journalism & New Technologies-QJNT" 

(Accredited), with seminars examining the nature of disinformation and 

discovering possible trends that fake news articles follow. 

ECI has also co-organized a workshop with Athens Technology 

Center (ATC), the European Parliament Office in Greece, the Hellenic 

Broadcasting Corporation, and the Athenian-Macedonian News Agency 

(AMNA), in order to critically examine, inter alia, the role of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning into tackling fake news, as well as the 

Greek "weapons" that have been developed for this purpose. In the same 

line, ECI has launched the "Disinfo Lab", as a permanent observatory, in 

order to investigate propaganda and disinformation challenges. More 

information: http://www.qjnt.gr/ (in Greek) 

4) In summer 2018, the Department of Journalism and Mass 

Media Communication, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece, has co-

organized the International Media Summer Academy (Accredited) 

addressing issues that are timely and critically important, such as: Influence 

of fake news, Developing methods of news verification, Constructive 

Journalism, Media & News Literacy. More information: 

www.joursummerschool.org (in English) 

Which kind of educational material 

is used? Please mention any relevant 

resources. 

Not available. 

Are there any evaluation reports of 

CT-based programs? If yes, which are the 

main findings regarding the results from the 

implementation of such programs? 

NO.  

 

  

http://bioepixirin.bio.uth.gr/en/
http://www.qjnt.gr/
http://www.joursummerschool.org/
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Bulgaria 

Question Description 

Is there any recent policy paper (or 

research paper) examining Critical Thinking 

in HE or AE in your country? Please describe 

in brief (definitions, approaches, empirical 

findings).  

NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR LIFELONG LEARNING FOR THE PERIOD 2014 – 

2020  

Section: Enhancing the quality of school education and training towards 

attainment of the key competences, improving the learners’ achievements 

and personality development 

Regarding the actions taken within lifelong learning system, which aim at 

the development of key competences and achievement of reliable quality 

of training outcomes in alignment with the labor market needs as well as 

the assuring of smart and inclusive growth, the following main objective is 

formulated: “Process change towards training, which encourages 

development and attainment of key competences and aligning it towards 

stimulation of independent and critical thinking, autonomy, formation of 

practical skills, and towards personality’s intellectual development;” (page 

25) 

Source:www.strategy.bg/ 

StrategicDocuments/View.aspx?Id=880 

STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF 

BULGARIA FOR THE 2014 - 2020 PERIOD 

One of the main objectives of the HE Strategy is to be achieved significantly 

increased the quality of higher education and its compatibility with the 

European systems of HE in order to occupy a dignified place in the 

European Higher Education Area 

Source: https://www.mon.bg/bg/143 

Developing media literacy and critical thinking education and training - 

Council conclusions of the European Union (30 May 2016) 

Source:https://epale.ec.europa.eu/bg/resource-centre/content/razvivane-

na-mediyna-gramotnost-i-kritichno-mislene-chrez-obrazovanie-i 

 

Are there HE or AE institutes in 

your country that offer CT-based learning? 

Please describe the key characteristics of 

these institutes (type of institute, field of 

expertise, communication details).  

In case there are institutes offering 

CT-based learning in your country, which are 

the main features of these programs:  

- Learning objectives? 

- Courses, sessions, 

modules? 

- How many hours? 

- Accredited or not?  

- Are there assessment 

tests for the students? 

Via online questionnaire were collected responses from 19 organisations 

where 3 research institutes; 12 universities (9 Bulgarian and 3 foreign 

universities); 4 VET organisations which provide adut’s training. 

From bulgarian organisations participating in the online survey only from 

one University has been received confirmation about the existing of CT-

based programmes and sessions. 

Respondent: Plovdiv University “Paisii Hilendarski” (PU), Faculty of 

Pedagogy, Department ”Psychology”. Apart from that, three other 

Bulgarian Universities have provided information that they offer only CT-

based sessions to their audiences. These respondents are as follows:  

• University of National and World Economy (UNWE), 

Department ” Marketing and strategic planning”; 

• University of Library Studies and Information 

Technologies (ULSIT), Faculty of Information Technologies;  

• New Bulgarian University (NBU); Department ” 

Administration and management” 
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- Which is the target 

audience (undergraduate students, 

postgraduate students, PhD candidates, adult 

learners)? 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the Learning outcomes the following answers were provided: 

• Innovation strategies, Innovation behavior, Social communication, 

negotiating and reaching consensus; 

• to collect, systematize and analyze data, to make comparisons 

and evaluations, to draw up conclusions and make assumptions based on 

facts, to make decisions based on solid arguments; 

• acquisition of decision-making skills, analyzing and evaluating 

arguments,ability to make decisions based on good arguments 

• verification of hypotheses and facts. 

Regarding the formats of the CT-based training  

PU provide a course “Presentation and Self-presentation” with a special 

focus on CT in the field of communication and information and visual 

literacy. This University as well as the other HEIs listed above provide 

sessions related to the topic as a part of other courses. 

The duration of CT devoted sessions varies from 8 to 20 learning hours 

depending of specialty, level, etc.  

The programs go through the traditional accreditation procedures in 

Bulgaria. 

The CT-based learning parts of a given discipline are accredited as the 

overall discipline programme is accredited.  

The assessment of skills acquired throughout the course or the sessions of 

CT is carried out by tests or other forms of knowledge verification - text 

writing or oral exam.  

The audience is composed of students at the beginning of their studies, in 

the middle of their studies, and at the end of their studies until their Ph.D. 

degree. 

Which kind of educational material 

is used? Please mention any relevant 

resources. 

The resources used are PPT presentations, documentary films, and texts on 

open access. 

Ianakiev, Y. (2014). Presentation and Self-presentation. Plovdiv: Plovdiv 

University Pub-lishing House (in Bulgarian). ISBN 978-954-423-988-6 - 

university textbook on the development of visual literacy 

Are there any evaluation reports of 

CT-based programs? If yes, which are the 

main findings regarding the results from the 

implementation of such programs? 

N/A  
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Romania 

Question Description 

Is there any recent 

policy paper (or research 

paper) examining Critical 

Thinking in HE or AE in your 

country? Please describe in 

brief (definitions, approaches, 

empirical findings).  

In the 2019 Global Competitiveness Report, made by the World Economic Forum, Romania 

ranks 125th out of 141 states as far as "teaching critical thinking" is concerned. Critical thinking 

is one of the most sought after skills in the labor market, according to the latest studies. 

 

Gheorghe Clitan, Critical Thinking. Micromonography, Eurobit Publishing House, Timisoara, 2003 

Marius Dobre, On the Fundamental Logical Inconsistency of the Skepticism Regarding Two Case 

Studies - Pyrrhon and Cioran, in "Problems of logic", vol. XII, Romanian Academy Publishing 

House, Bucharest, 2009 

Andrei Marga, Argumentation, Romanian Academy Publishing House, Bucharest, 2010 

  Petre Bieltz, Critical Thinking Basics, Romanian Academy Publishing House, Bucharest, 2012 

  Dragan Stoianovici, Argumentation and Critical Thinking, University Publishing House, Bucharest, 

2005 

Gheorghe Clitan, Critical Thinking. Micromonography, Eurobit Publishing House, Timisoara, 2003 

 

 

Critical thinking skills imply: 

  - The ability to make observations 

  - Being curious, asking relevant questions and finding the resources you need 

- Examining beliefs, assumptions and opinions versus facts 

- Recognizing and defining problems 

- The ability to test the validity of statements and arguments 

- The Ability to make wise decisions and find appropriate solutions 

- Understanding logic and logical argumentation  

 

 

Critical thinking has a direct, practical nature which involves, for training purposes, exercises and 

problems. Therefore, applications have been built in this field, in the form of tests, questions, 

exercises, which are useful for testing reasoning skills. Of course, almost every paper in the field 

contains applications and exercises that help to test critical thinking skills. However, there are also 

specially created tests, which sometimes contain dozens of questions and often test the 

comprehension of a text, the ability to evaluate an argument, to draw good conclusions, etc. 

Are there HE or AE 

institutes in your country that 

offer CT-based learning? 

Please describe the key 

characteristics of these 

institutes (type of institute, 

field of expertise, 

communication details).  

In case there are 

institutes offering CT-based 

learning in your country, 

In the main universities in Romania, it is the philosophy departments thatparticularly provide 

courses dedicated to or that involve the use of critical thinking tools, as follows: 

1. The University of Bucharest, the Department of Philosophy, proposes the following: 

- Theory of Argumentation, Conf. Dr. Gheorghe Ștefnov, Courses in Elementary Formal Logic, 

First-Order Logic, Philosophical Logic; 

- Critical Thinking in Social Sciences, Costreie Consiliu 

- Philosophy of Mind and Cognitive Science, Vacariu LB 

- Methods and Techniques for Interpreting Philosophical Texts, Ion BĂNŞOIU, Ph. D. 

- Analytical Philosophy and Continental Philosophy. Highlights for A Debate, C. Stoenescu, Ph. D. 

 

 

2. Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Department of History and Philosophy: 
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which are the main features 

of these programs:  

- Learning 

objectives? 

- Courses, 

sessions, modules? 

- How many 

hours? 

- Accredited 

or not?  

- Are there 

assessment tests for the 

students? 

- Which is 

the target audience 

(undergraduate students, 

postgraduate students, PhD 

candidates, adult learners)? 

 

 

 

 

 

- Theory of Argumentation, Mihai Rusu, Ph. D. 

- Epistemology, Marcel Bodea, Ph. D. 

- Symbolic Logic - The Logic of Predicates, Virgil Drăghici, Ph. D. 

- Argumentation and critical thinking, conf. Dr. Virgil Drăghici 

 

 

3. The Western University of Timișoara, Department of Political Sciences, Philosophy and 

Communication Sciences: 

-Testing Critical Thinking Skills, Gheorghe Clitan, Ph. D. 

- Critical Thinking, Murariu A. 

- Critical thinking, Octavian Repolschi 

- Critical thinking, Gheorghe Clitan 

-Methods of Research in The Social Sciences, Maria Micle 

- Informal Logic, Gheorghe Clitan 

 

4. Universitatea Al Ioan  Cuza Iasi, Facultatea de filosofie și științe social-politice: 

-Teorii ale argumentării şi interpretării, Prof. Univ. Dr. Marius Dumitrescu  

-LOGICĂ, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Melentina Toma 

-LOGICĂ  APLICATĂ, Conf.Univ.Dr. Melentina Toma 

 

4. Al Ioan Cuza Iasi University, Department of Philosophy and Social-Political Sciences: 

- Theories of Argumentation and Interpretation, Marius Dumitrescu, Ph. D. 

-LOGIC, Melentina Toma, Ph. D. 

- APPLIED LOGIC, Melentina Toma, Ph. D. 

In Romania, the interest in critical thinking has alsoled to the creation of an online course taught 

by Radu Atanasiu, professor of Critical Thinking at the Maastricht School of Management, 

Romania. During its first edition, the course had 20,000 students from all over the world, of which 

about 4,000 were from Romania. This success has prompted those at iversity (the German 

platform where the course is broadcast) to resume it sooner than originally planned. The second 

edition is currently underway and a third is planned for this fall. 

 Free online courses of the MOOC (Massive Online Open Course)type have been the 

fastest growing educational phenomenon in recent years. Since their inception in 2011-2012, 

platforms such as Coursera in the United States or iversity in Europe (Germany) have offered 

hundreds of courses to millions of students free of charge, and are changing the university 

educationparadigm as we speak. Anyone with an Internet connection can participate for free in a 

course held by professors from Princeton, Stanford or University of Vienna on a variety of topics, 

from social psychology to classical music and from architecture to gamification. 

Romania is a pioneer in this field (the course held by Radu Atanasiu on iversity, the most 

important European platform, is the first of its kind in Central and Eastern Europe, and the 

Maastricht School of Management Romania is already preparing a second course). One of the 

reasons for considering this pioneering work is the use of such features as an online internet 

connection in the classic Executive MBA program. "We are already applying what is called the 

blended learning model. The Master’s studentsget their fundamental concepts from the course 

on iversity, which is compulsory to follow, then in the classroom we put these principles into 

practice in the business field, andorganize debates,analyzes and exercises in argumentation. ” 

says Radu Atanasiu, who delivers this course. 
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The subject of "critical thinking" is familiar neither to Romanian people, nor to other Romance 

language speaking countries. However, it is an important part of the high school and university 

curriculum in the Anglo-Saxon world, where it helps to better understand all the other disciplines. 

 

 

 

I. Examples of objectives: 

1. Critical Thinking Course and Seminar: 

- recognizing the problems and finding the appropriate meanings of the respective problems; 

- understanding the importance of prioritization and sequencing in problem solving; 

- gathering and managing relevant information; 

 - understanding the assumptions, values and prejudices that are not explicitly mentioned; 

- understanding and using the language with accuracy, clarity and discernment; 

- interpreting data, recognizing objective evidence and assessing arguments; 

-recognizing the existence (or non-existence) of the logical relations between sentences; 

- drawing the correct conclusions and generalizing based on them; 

- testing the conclusions and generalizations that have been reached; 

- reconstructing a person's thinking patterns based on a wider experience; 

- rendering accurate and correct judgments about things and qualities specific to everyday life. 

 

2. General Logic course and seminar: 

1.Knowing the concepts, sentences, main types of reasoning, and macro-logic structures; Knowing 

the main notions, sentences and judgment operations; 

 2.Developing competence skills for proper use of operations which support fundamental logic 

categories, notions and sentences;  

3.Developing competence skills for the proper use of the syllogism and of interferences with 

molecular sentences.  

4.Developing competence skills for the proper identification of logical errors in argumentation. 

 

3. The course and seminar of Applied Logic: 

1. In-depth knowledge of the main types of arguments and macro-logical structures: 

argumentation and demonstration; knowledge of the main types of errors in argumentation. 

  2. Developing the skills necessaryfor using the arguments correctly and for setting the basis of a 

thesis correctly. 

3 Trainingto acquire the skills necessary for identifying and completing the missing element in a 

given argument. 

4. Training to aquireanalytical reasoning skills. 

5. Developing the skills necessary for understanding texts and identifying argumentation errors.   

 

 II. Courses, seminars,  modules 

 

III. Time allotted in a school year: 

 56 hours for the course and 28 hours for the seminar and practical works. 

IV. The courses are authorized and their credits are valid. 

V. Assessment 

1. Methods  
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For each seminary, systematic observation and  practice activities will be used. The evaluation will 

be a 2-hour written test.  

2. Forms  

Assessment as a form of trainingfor each seminary, overall evaluation by examination; Oral and 

written evaluation, for each seminary; written examination.    

3. A final grade will be assigned. 

Final grade formula: Evaluation of applications in the seminar, respectively evaluation through  

exam will constitute 50% of the final grade. Ongoing evaluation during  seminar classes is given by 

: evaluation of homework and evaluation of in-class activity.  

4. Minimum standards  of performance  

Knowing the logical forms and the rules for operating with them; Performing operations with the 

fundamental logical categories, respecting the technical standards;  the composition of valid 

inferences, according to specific data requirements; identifying the types of inferences and 

evaluating them in concrete situations; identifying the logical errors in specialized texts and public 

speeches; the completion of seven assignments minimum at the seminary.   

VI. The target audience consists of undergraduate students, postgraduate students and PhD 

candidates 

 

METHODOLOGICAL  LANDMARKS   

Teaching strategies: exposure, exercise, conversation, demonstration, text analysis; Didactic 

materials: seminar protocols; types of public texts specific to the field. 

 Resources: works mentioned in bibliography.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY  (SELECTIVE ) : 

Aristotel, Organon, IV: Topica;  Respingerile  sofistice,  traducere şi note,  studiu introductiv la  

Topica,  de  Mircea  Florian, Editura  Ştiinţifică,  Bucureşti,  1963;  

Aristotle, Organon, I, II, Bucharest: Iri Publishing House, 1997;  

Arnauld, Antoine; Pierre Nicole, Logique,  ou  l’Art  de  penser,  Claire  et  Girbal, Hachette, 1846;   

Botezatu Petre,  Introduction to Logic, Volume 1 and 2, Iasi: Graphix Publishing House, 1994;  

Didilescu, Ion; Petre Botezatu, Syllogistic. The classical Theory and Modern Interpretations, 

Bucharest: Didactic and Pedagogic Publishing House, 1975; 

 Dumitriu, Anton, History of Logic, vol. I-IV, Bucharest: Scientific and Encyclopedic Publishing 

House, 1997;  

Du Marsais, César Chesneau, About the tropes, or about the different meanings in which the 

same word can be taken in the same language, translation and introductory study by Maria 

Carpov, "Univers" Publishing House, Bucharest, 1981; 

  Dumitru, Mircea, Modality and Incompleteness. Modal Logic as Higher Order Logic, Paideia 

Publishing House, Bucharest, 2001; 

Enescu, George Fundamentals of Logical Thinking, Bucharest: Scientific and Encyclopedic 

Publishing House, 1989;  

Hamblin,  C. L., Fallacies,  Methuen  &  Co.,  London,  1970; 

Ioan, Petru, Full logic, Iasi: Ștefan Lupaşcu Publishing House, 1999;  

Ioan, Petru, Modality and Modalization, in the Perspective of the Integral Logic, „Ştefan Lupascu” 

Publishing House, Iasi, 2007; 

  Perelman, Chaïm; Lucie Olbrechts Tyteca, La  nouvelle  rhétorique. Traité  de  l’argumentation,  

vol.  I,  P. U. F., Paris, 1958;   

Ricoeur, Paul, Living Metaphor, French translation, "Univers", Bucharest, 1984; 
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  *** Logical Reasoning. Analytical Reasoning and Understanding of a Text. Applications and 

Explanations, second edition, the Legal Universe, Bucharest, 2018; 

Toma Melentina, Errors of argument in the view of a Semiotic Typology, Iasi:   Stefan Lupaşcu 

Publishing House, 2005.  

 Walton Douglas, Argument:  The  Logic  of  the  Fallacies,  McGraw - Hill  Ryerson  Limited,  

Toronto,  1980.    

Which kind of 

educational material is used? 

Please mention any relevant 

resources. 

METHODOLOGICAL  LANDMARKS   

Teaching strategies: exposure, exercise, conversation, demonstration, text analysis; Didactic 

materials: seminar protocols; types of public texts specific to the field. 

 Resources: works mentioned in bibliography.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY  (SELECTIVE ) : 

Aristotel, Organon, IV: Topica;  Respingerile  sofistice,  traducere şi note,  studiu introductiv la  

Topica,  de  Mircea  Florian, Editura  Ştiinţifică,  Bucureşti,  1963;  

Aristotle, Organon, I, II, Bucharest: Iri Publishing House, 1997;  

Arnauld, Antoine; Pierre Nicole, Logique,  ou  l’Art  de  penser,  Claire  et  Girbal, Hachette, 1846;   

Botezatu Petre,  Introduction to Logic, Volume 1 and 2, Iasi: Graphix Publishing House, 1994;  

Didilescu, Ion; Petre Botezatu, Syllogistic. The classical Theory and Modern Interpretations, 

Bucharest: Didactic and Pedagogic Publishing House, 1975; 

 Dumitriu, Anton, History of Logic, vol. I-IV, Bucharest: Scientific and Encyclopedic Publishing 

House, 1997;  

Du Marsais, César Chesneau, About the tropes, or about the different meanings in which the 

same word can be taken in the same language, translation and introductory study by Maria 

Carpov, "Univers" Publishing House, Bucharest, 1981; 

  Dumitru, Mircea, Modality and Incompleteness. Modal Logic as Higher Order Logic, Paideia 

Publishing House, Bucharest, 2001; 

Enescu, George Fundamentals of Logical Thinking, Bucharest: Scientific and Encyclopedic 

Publishing House, 1989;  

Hamblin,  C. L., Fallacies,  Methuen  &  Co.,  London,  1970; 

Ioan, Petru, Full logic, Iasi: Ștefan Lupaşcu Publishing House, 1999;  

Ioan, Petru, Modality and Modalization, in the Perspective of the Integral Logic, „Ştefan Lupascu” 

Publishing House, Iasi, 2007; 

  Perelman, Chaïm; Lucie Olbrechts Tyteca, La  nouvelle  rhétorique. Traité  de  l’argumentation,  

vol.  I,  P. U. F., Paris, 1958;   

Ricoeur, Paul, Living Metaphor, French translation, "Univers", Bucharest, 1984; 

  *** Logical Reasoning. Analytical Reasoning and Understanding of a Text. Applications and 

Explanations, second edition, the Legal Universe, Bucharest, 2018; 

Toma Melentina, Errors of argument in the view of a Semiotic Typology, Iasi:   Stefan Lupaşcu 

Publishing House, 2005.  

 Walton Douglas, Argument:  The  Logic  of  the  Fallacies,  McGraw - Hill  Ryerson  Limited,  

Toronto,  1980.    

Are there any 

evaluation reports of CT-

based programs? If yes, which 

are the main findings 

regarding the results from the 

We haven’t been able to identify systematic reports regarding the evaluation of programs based 

on critical thinking or regarding the results of the implementation of such programs, but various 

articles, reviews, specialized papers regarding the applicability of this tool can be mentioned: 
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implementation of such 

programs? 

https://www.todaysoftmag.ro/article/1301/gandirea-critica-in-analiza-de-business, accessed on 

16th February 2020; 

http://www.viitorul.org/files/MONITOR_SOCIAL7%20Gindire%20critica_0.pdf, accessed on 16th 

February 2020;https://revistacariere.ro/leadership/contribuitori/gandirea-critica-la-locul-de-

munca/, accessed on 16th February 2020; 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/47014574/Gandirea-critica; 

file:///C:/Users/velen/Downloads/Cosmina%20CIOBANU_senturk_n_rezumatul_tezei_lung_2018-

09-08_13_04_25.pdf;  

https://www.academia.edu/9848612/Dezvoltarea_gandirii_critice; 

https://www.prof21.ro/comunitate/metode/170/Ce este gîndirea critică?/ Alexandru 

Gabor/26 iulie 2018 

http://www.prodidactica.md/revista/Revista_97.pdf 

https://eaea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/romania_country-report-on-adult-education-in-

romania.pdf 

http://www.contributors.ro/administratie/educatie/despre-necesitatea-introducerii-gandirii-

critice-si-creative-in-educatie/ 

 

  

https://www.todaysoftmag.ro/article/1301/gandirea-critica-in-analiza-de-business
http://www.viitorul.org/files/MONITOR_SOCIAL7%20Gindire%20critica_0.pdf
https://revistacariere.ro/leadership/contribuitori/gandirea-critica-la-locul-de-munca/
https://revistacariere.ro/leadership/contribuitori/gandirea-critica-la-locul-de-munca/
https://www.scribd.com/doc/47014574/Gandirea-critica
file:///C:/Users/velen/Downloads/Cosmina%20CIOBANU_senturk_n_rezumatul_tezei_lung_2018-09-08_13_04_25.pdf
file:///C:/Users/velen/Downloads/Cosmina%20CIOBANU_senturk_n_rezumatul_tezei_lung_2018-09-08_13_04_25.pdf
https://www.academia.edu/9848612/Dezvoltarea_gandirii_critice
https://www.prof21.ro/comunitate/metode/170
http://www.prodidactica.md/revista/Revista_97.pdf
http://www.contributors.ro/administratie/educatie/despre-necesitatea-introducerii-gandirii-critice-si-creative-in-educatie/
http://www.contributors.ro/administratie/educatie/despre-necesitatea-introducerii-gandirii-critice-si-creative-in-educatie/
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UK 

Question Description 

Is there any recent 

policy paper (or research paper) 

examining Critical Thinking in HE 

or AE in your country? Please 

describe in brief (definitions, 

approaches, empirical findings).  

The use of Critical Thinking in Higher Education in relation to the International Student – 

shifting policy and practice by Linda Hammersley-Fletcher and Christopher Hanley talk 

about the challenges of the application of critical thinking in diverse student cohorts like 

international students whose presumptions are very different from the ones upon 

which western universities base their critical thinking.   

Their argument is that students and educators within higher education, should develop 

a critical perspective in which all aspects of critical activity, including the nature of 

reasoning, the self and our relations with others, are open to challenge and debate. This 

approach may pose a challenge to a technicist view of knowledge formation, where the 

teacher ‘delivers’ knowledge to learners in institutionally acceptable forms. This 

approach also resonated with the critically minded approaches favoured by the 

researchers, as tutors of international students. 

 

Approach taken: The approach to critical thinking taken by the authors is that of  

Barnett who in 1997 conceptualised a radical approach to criticality in relation to the 

purposes of Higher Education. He concluded that critical thinking comprises three 

domains (knowledge, self, world) which together comprise the field of critical thinking. 

Each of these domains has four levels through which the leaner passes in achieving the 

highest levels of understanding or ‘social wisdom’, where the three domains of thinking 

are fully integrated. Working at the highest levels of critical insight would enable 

students to become enlightened, understanding, critical transformers of society.  

 

In this model for developing criticality, individuals move from thinking in particular 

styles, disciplines and traditions towards a critical summit, at which point their thinking 

is self-motivating and self-defining. Achieving these higher levels enables the individual 

to re-conceptualise what it means to maintain a critical orientation within a multiple 

and diverse world. Barnett argued that Universities should be involved with all of these 

domains and at all levels. Indeed, the notion that students should be empowered to 

challenge the boundaries of conventional thought, pushing towards. 

There is clearly a link between academic success in Western academic establishments 

and the ability to present academic arguments in a particular logical form, drawing on 

accepted forms of criticality.  

Findings: Throughout this paper it has been suggested that criticality comprises both 

ways of thinking and ways of being, through which human beings relate to their own 

cognitive processes and socio-cultural milieu. ‘Criticality’ does not therefore imply a 

self-contained analytical process but is sensitive to the outlook, values and cultural 

mores of the learner. It seems desirable, indeed essential, to open up to debate notions 

of critical thinking with staff and students, as well as adopting more practical measures 

to support such activity. Egege and Kutieleh have suggested induction programmes that 

familiarise international students with various traditions of thinking and thus 

contextualise ‘critical’ thinking as just one of many possible approaches. In this way 

students can become better informed about why they think as they do, that which 

influences thinking, and how criticality can be enhanced from their socio-culturally 
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located perspectives. This kind of induction programme may also benefit home students 

and staff, alerting all to the particular positions or stances that they adopt, in order to 

gain academic or professional success. This may also have the benefit of helping to 

make the familiar strange, to all students and ease some aspects of the culture shock 

experienced by International students (Zhou et al, 2008). We propose that an induction 

programme for all students and staff, would draw attention to how thinking is 

channelled in certain directions in an academic environment. Alternative forms of 

thinking might be encouraged in responding to stimulus material open to sensory, 

affective and imaginative responses, as well as analytical and deductive reasoning.  

Educational practices are shifting quickly in a climate where the value of raising funds 

derived from international students is vital for institutional survival. Thus academic 

institutions need to engage tutors and students in a more enlivened examination of the 

qualities and expectations of academic success, whilst at the same time recognise the 

potential biases built into such judgements. This will benefit all students and staff alike. 

The data have added some evidence to the growing debate about traditionally held 

assumptions of what constitutes critical thinking. 

Are there HE or AE 

institutes in your country that 

offer CT-based learning? Please 

describe the key characteristics 

of these institutes (type of 

institute, field of expertise, 

communication details).  

In case there are 

institutes offering CT-based 

learning in your country, which 

are the main features of these 

programs:  

- Learning 

objectives? 

- Courses, 

sessions, modules? 

- How many 

hours? 

- Accredited 

or not?  

- Are there 

assessment tests for the 

students? 

- Which is the 

target audience (undergraduate 

students, postgraduate students, 

PhD candidates, adult learners)? 

 

 

 

 

Yes. 

They are higher education institutions.  

 

Key characteristics:  

 

Type of Institution: Oxford University Department for Continuing Education.  

Field of expertise: Education 

Communication details: https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/critical-

reasoning?code=O19P457PHW 

Tutor: Dr Andrea Lechler 

 

Type of Institution: Swansea University 

Field of expertise: Education  

Communication details: https://myuni.swansea.ac.uk/academic-success/courses-and-

workshops/critical-thinking/ 

 

Type of Institution : Southampton University 

Field of Expertise: Faculty of Humanities 

Communication:  

Type of Institution: Kent University 

Field of expertise: Social Policy with Quantitative Research (BA) 

Communication: https://www.kent.ac.uk/courses/modules/module/SO341 

 

Type of Institution: Bristol University 

Field of expertise: Philosophy  

Communication : https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme-

catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032 

Type of Institution: Gloucester University  

Field of expertise : School of Sport and Exercise 

Communication: https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-

skills-critical-thinking.aspx 

https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/critical-reasoning?code=O19P457PHW
https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/critical-reasoning?code=O19P457PHW
https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/tutors/5669
https://myuni.swansea.ac.uk/academic-success/courses-and-workshops/critical-thinking/
https://myuni.swansea.ac.uk/academic-success/courses-and-workshops/critical-thinking/
https://www.kent.ac.uk/courses/modules/module/SO341
https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme-catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032
https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme-catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032
https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-skills-critical-thinking.aspx
https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-skills-critical-thinking.aspx
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Type of institution : Leicester University  

Field of study : Archaeology 

 

Communication: https://le.ac.uk/modules/2019/ar1010 

 

Type of institution: SOAS 

Field of study: Development studies 

Communication: https://www.soas.ac.uk/courseunits/151010046.html 

 

Type of Institution: Middlesex University  

Field of study: Critical Thinking and Analysis in Social Work 

Communication: https://www.mdx.ac.uk/courses/cpd/critical-thinking-and-analysis-in-

social-work 

 

Which kind of 

educational material is used? 

Please mention any relevant 

resources. 

University: Oxford University 

Department: Department of Continuous Education 

Course: Critical Reasoning 

Source: 

https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/criticalreasoning#programme_details_container 

 

 

Learning outcomes:  

 

1. be able to pick out and analyse passages of reasoning in texts and conversations 

2. be able to assess the cogency of such reasoning 

3. use these skills in evaluating others' reasoning and in developing and presenting their 

own views 

 

Accredited and hours: 

Most of the Department's weekly classes have 10 or 20 CATS points assigned to them. 

10 CATS points at FHEQ Level 4 usually consist of ten 2-hour sessions. 20 CATS points at 

FHEQ Level 4 usually consist of twenty 2-hour sessions. It is expected that, for every 2 

hours of tuition you are given, you will engage in eight hours of private study. 

Assessment:  

Assessment is based on either four homework assignments completed during the 

course or one longer assignment at the end of the course, consisting of a set of 

exercises. One set of homework exercises can be submitted as a practice assignment. 

Students must submit a completed Declaration of Authorship form at the end of term 

when submitting their final piece of work. CATS points cannot be awarded without the 

aforementioned form. 

Audience:  

Most of the Department's weekly classes have 10 or 20 CATS points assigned to them. 

10 CATS points at FHEQ Level 4 usually consist of ten 2-hour sessions. 20 CATS points at 

FHEQ Level 4 usually consist of twenty 2-hour sessions. It is expected that, for every 2 

hours of tuition you are given, you will engage in eight hours of private study. 

 

https://le.ac.uk/modules/2019/ar1010
https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/mnt/attachments/declaration-of-authorship-form-wc.docx
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University: Northampton University  

Department: Institute of Learning and Teaching in Higher Education  

Session: Developing critical thinking skills within an academically and culturally diverse 

student population. Case study from The Business Environment (BUS1001) 

Louise Atkinson, Senior Lecturer in Business, FBL, UoN 

Source: https://www.northampton.ac.uk/ilt/developing-critical-thinking-skills-in-

business/ 

 

University: Southampton University  

Module: IFYP0002 Critical Thinking and Research Skills 

Source: 

https://www.southampton.ac.uk/courses/modules/ifyp0002.page#aims_and_objectives 

Accredited and hours:  

CATS points: 30 

ECTS points: 15 

Audience: Level 6 

Module Lead: Stephen Headford 

Material: No available  

 

University: Kent University 

Department: Social Policy with Quantitative Research (BA)  

Module: Critical Thinking 

Course objectives: 

This course is designed to help students understand and critique the numbers and 

research they encounter in their everyday lives. The first half of the course focuses on 

teaching the knowledge and skills need to critically evaluate factual quantitative claims. 

Each lecture uses example quantitative claims, largely drawn from the news media, to 

teach a particular quantitative skill. For example, highlighting a statistic based on a 

biased sample to teach students the principles of sampling. The seminars build on the 

content of the lectures and aim to teach students the practical, computer-based skills 

needed to evaluate quantitative claims. 

 

The second half of the course is based around students conducting their own research, 

and also brings in qualitative skills element. Students apply the critical and quantitative 

skills they have learned to conducting their own mixed-methods project. 

Understand the basic principles underlying the validity of quantitative claims and 

thereby demonstrate an ability to critically evaluate these claims 

• Demonstrate an ability to find and retrieve relevant publicly-available quantitative 

data, and to do basic manipulation of this data to create tables and graphs in 

spreadsheet software (e.g.  

Excel) 

• Understand how to collect and conduct basic analysis of qualitative interview data 

• Persuasively present basic quantitative and qualitative data within a wider critical 

social explanation (or 'story') 

Source: https://www.kent.ac.uk/courses/modules/module/SO341 

https://www.northampton.ac.uk/ilt/developing-critical-thinking-skills-in-business/
https://www.northampton.ac.uk/ilt/developing-critical-thinking-skills-in-business/
https://www.southampton.ac.uk/courses/modules/ifyp0002.page#aims_and_objectives
https://www.kent.ac.uk/courses/modules/module/SO341
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Accredited and hours: Credit 15 (7.5)  11 hour lectures and 11 hour seminars 

Assessment:  

Coursework – critique report (1,000 words) - 35% 

Coursework – research report (1,500 words) - 55% 

Coursework – seminar participation - 10% 

Audience: Level 4 

 

University: Bristol University 

Department: Philosophy 

Module: Logic and Critical Thinking in 2020/21 

Source: https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme 

catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032 

Learning objectives 

1. Demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the key ideas in elementary logic, 

including deduction, validity, soundness, proof;  

2. Demonstrate familiarity with the propositional calculus and predicate calculus;  

3. Analyse both the overall structure and the precise logical form of arguments 

and be able to translate arguments from English into the propositional 

calculus and predicate calculus;  

4. Construct clear arguments and proofs, both formally and informally;  

5. Demonstrate an appreciation of the role and importance of evidence;  

6. Demonstrate an understanding of certain important forms of formal and 

informal reasoning (e.g. statistical inference);  

7. Identify common fallacies and biases in reasoning;  

8. Be reflective about their own reasoning; be less susceptible to committing 

fallacies and be less liable to bias.  

Accredited and hours:  

Credit 20 

Teaching details 

22 x 1 hour lectures  

11 x 1 hour seminars  

Assessment:  

Summative: 3 hour unseen exam (100%) designed to test ILOs 1-8  

Formative: Regular short on-line problem sets designed to test ILOs 1-8  

Audience:  

Units which are normally taken in the first stage of an undergraduate programme. Level 

C / 4 units contribute to an Undergraduate Certificate of Higher Education. 

Material: No available  

 

University: Gloucester University  

School: School of Sport and Exercise 

Module: Study Skills & Critical Thinking 

Source: https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-skills-critical-

thinking.aspx 

 

University: Kings College 

Module: Critical Thinking Within The Academic Environment (Module) 

https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme%20catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032
https://www.bris.ac.uk/unit-programme%20catalogue/UnitDetails.jsa?ayrCode=20%2F21&unitCode=PHIL10032
https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-skills-critical-thinking.aspx
https://www.glos.ac.uk/courses/descriptors/pages/sp4454-study-skills-critical-thinking.aspx
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Source: https://www.kcl.ac.uk/study/courses-data/modules/5/Critical-Thinking-Within-

The-Academic-Environment-5lecsa01 

Material: No available  

 

University: Leicester University  

Module: Making Sense of the Past (Critical Thinking in Archaeology) AR1010 

Source: https://le.ac.uk/modules/2019/ar1010 

Material: No available  

 

Learning objectives: 

This module focuses on how we make sense of archaeological evidence. It looks 

critically at the processes that we go through to take the evidence we excavate and turn 

it into the narratives and interpretations we present about the past. We will focus on 

the ways in which archaeological evidence works at different scales: consider, for 

example, the scale of a single grave, and then zoom out to consider all the graves on a 

burial site, and zoom out further still to look at all the burials in a landscape. How do we 

interpret our evidence at these different scales? How do we look for patterns? How 

does the scale of our analysis affect the narratives we write? 

This module begins by teaching you the basics of working at different scales and 

examining archaeological evidence to make sense of the past. As the module continues 

we take a more practical approach, working on group projects. In your group you will be 

given real archaeological datasets that include data from the scale of a single 

archaeological context, through to the data from a whole site, and beyond. You will 

work together to explore this evidence and make sense of it. During the group work part 

of the course your group will have weekly timetabled workshops, as well as seminar 

meetings with your lecturer to guide you. This course combines theory and data and 

allows you to get hands-on with real archaeological datasets to make sense of the past. 

 

Accredited and hours:  

6 hours of lectures 

10 hours of seminars (8 one-hour and 1 two-hour seminar) 

12 hours of student-led group workshops 

122 hours guided independent study 

Assessment:  

Group Wiki, 2,000 words (60%) 

Group presentation (40%) 

Audience: Level 4 

 

University: SOAS 

Department: Development Studies 

Module: Critical Reasoning in Contemporary  

Source: https://www.mdx.ac.uk/courses/cpd/critical-thinking-and-analysis-in-social-

work 

 

Module objectives:  

 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/study/courses-data/modules/5/Critical-Thinking-Within-The-Academic-Environment-5lecsa01
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/study/courses-data/modules/5/Critical-Thinking-Within-The-Academic-Environment-5lecsa01
https://le.ac.uk/modules/2019/ar1010
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On successful completion of this module a student will be expected to be able to 

demonstrate: 

An ability to understand and engage critically with different perspectives and arguments 

within the literature; 

An ability to understand how gender, class, race, etc, shape the ways in which texts are 

interpreted; and through those lenses evaluate the presence and reason for gaps in the 

literature; 

An understanding of how evidence is generated, what different types of evidence can 

and cannot do, and how to find and critically engage with evidence for their own 

arguments; 

An understanding of agents of change in development; 

An ability to use study skills effectively 

 

Accredited and hours: 

 

Credits: 30 FHEQ  

 

Assessment:  

 

100% Coursework. Each student will be required to submit: 

A short discussion paper of no more than 500 words (worth 10%); An analysis of an 

editorial or TED Talk of no more than 1000 words (worth 25%); one article review of no 

more than 1000 words (worth 25%) and one essay of no more than 2000 words (worth 

40%). 

 

Audience:  

Full Year Level: 4 

 

Are there any 

evaluation reports of CT-based 

programs? If yes, which are the 

main findings regarding the 

results from the implementation 

of such programs? 

N/A 
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Italy 

 

INPUT FROM INTERVIEWS 

 

INTERVIEWEE 1 

 

1. How does your institute (or faculty/ department) define Critical Thinking? 

 

Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully 

conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information 

gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or 

communication, as a guide to belief and action. 

 

2. Was it a collective decision to adopt CT-based learning, or an initiative 

taken from specific members? Which was the rationale of this decision? 

 

It was my personal decision. I am a philosophy teacher and I think it is necessary to 

use CT in the learning process because it enhances language and presentation skills. 

Thinking clearly and systematically can improve the way we express our ideas. In 

learning how to analyze the logical structure of texts, critical thinking also improves 

comprehension abilities.  

 

3. Which are the learning objectives of the CT-based programs of your 

institute?  

 

As I told in the previous answer, there is not a program now, because it is an 

initiative of mine.  

 

4. Which are the faculties or departments that offer CT-based learning? 

 

Now it is a pilot methodology that I am trying to introduce in all the subject lessons 

of the different courses.  

 

5. Which are the main features of these programs:  

- Courses, sessions, modules? 

- How many hours? 
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- Certification?  

- Are there assessment tests for the students? 

- Which is the target audience (undergraduate students, 

postgraduate students, PhD candidates, adult learners)?     

 

They are modules inside some courses of mine (such as courses of active citizenship). 

The duration is of two or three hours per course. There are neither certifications nor 

assessment tests for the students. 

The target audience is composed by adult learners with at least upper secondary 

school diploma. 

 

 

6. Which kind of educational material is used?  

 

The educational material used are newspaper and specialized magazine articles and 

topics raised by the students themselves. 

 

7. Could you share with us some good practices regarding CT-based learning 

(eg an in-class activity or a useful material)? 

 

I do not have materials to share. 

 

 

8. Are there any evaluation reports of CT-based programs? If yes, which are 

the main findings regarding the results from the implementation of such 

programs? 

 

No. 

 

 

9. What is the feedback from the student side? Has been observed any change 

of attitudes to-wards knowledge? Has been observed any change in what 

regards the career prospects of those attending such programs? Is there any 

room for improvement? 
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The students are enthusiastic about the methodology but, as it is a short time we are 

experimenting it, it is not possible to evaluate the impact at the moment. 

 

INTERVIEWEE 2 

 

1. How does your institute (or faculty/ department) define Critical Thinking? 

 

 

Creating a teams of professionals able to bring different visions and combining all 

the analytical skills for the construction of an open mind constantly in constant 

evolution. We try to build and improve the communication formulas for the 

achievement of the best results in terms of critical analysis and conscious thinking. 

 

2. Was it a collective decision to adopt CT-based learning, or an initiative 

taken from specific members? Which was the rationale of this decision? 

 

Sometimes talented people meet like beautiful souls and share ideas. I would say 

that it was a synergy between some specific members with the logic of reformulating 

the dynamics of work and teamwork. 

 

 

3. Which are the learning objectives of the CT-based programs of your 

institute?   

 

 

The main objectives are the creation and realization of informative and didactic 

seminars in which to become aware of how critical thinking works. The dynamics 

range from exercises of trust, observation, listening, sharing with the intent to better 

develop the logic of critical thinking. 

 

 

4. Which are the faculties or departments that offer CT-based learning?  
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The team building department is a sector that deals with the organization of 

workshops, discovery and contact with various professionals and sector experts able 

to improve the know-how of our structure. 

 

 

5. Which are the main features of these programs:  

- Courses, sessions, modules? 

- How many hours? 

- Certification?  

- Are there assessment tests for the students? 

- Which is the target audience (undergraduate students, 

postgraduate students, PhD candidates, adult learners)?     

 

 

 

Courses can be short or long depending on the training we intend to present. Short 

courses usually last 2 to 3 days. Longer courses have more or less the same size as a 

university course and issue certifications. Students are usually assessed on the basis 

of individual and group work and the results achieved. The target is quite varied, 

different types of younger students, but also many adults. 

 

 

6. Which kind of educational material is used?  

 

We use different types of teaching material: books, audiobooks, videos, multimedia 

material, but students also receive handouts written by us with the collection of the 

proposed exercises and the dynamics addressed. 

 

 

7. Could you share with us some good practices regarding CT-based learning 

(eg an in-class activity or a useful material)? 

 

 

We have experimented with a group the implications of creative thinking on critical 

thinking. We have worked on how much of creative thinking can be useful for the 

development of critical thinking for both scientific education at the level of teacher 
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training. The dynamics show that with the use and practice of creative thinking the 

student can rise and improve the perception in favor of critical thinking. 

 

 

8. Are there any evaluation reports of CT-based programs? If yes, which are 

the main findings regarding the results from the implementation of such 

programs? 

 

 

We do not yet have evaluation reports for CT-based programs. We are collecting 

material that can lead to actual studies of popular interest. 

 

9. What is the feedback from the student side? Has been observed any change 

of attitudes to-wards knowledge? Has been observed any change in what 

regards the career prospects of those attending such programs? Is there any 

room for improvement? 

 

All the students showed tangible improvements that were evident from the early 

stages of the workshops. They are more curious and want to find out. In a certain 

sense they begin to clarify better the prospects of their life and the work path to be 

followed. 
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Spain 

 

a) Quantitative figures 

 

26 participants from different institutions answered the Online Survey, 23 from 

Spain and 3 from other countries: 1 from KU Leuven University (Belgium), 1 from 

Leopold Franzens Universität Innsbruck (Austria) and 1 from University College Cork 

(Ireland). This makes a 22,22% of the total participants. 

 

 

b) Qualitative figures 

 

As detected for the rest of the Countries, the wide majority of respondents said that 

their institutions didn’t offer any kind of course specifically focused on Critical 

Thinking (Q3): only 5 out to 25 said they have some CT course. But also, the big 

majority said that it was something that is needed in schools and universities; only 5 

out to 25 respondents answered NO the Q5. 

 

And even less respondents answered YES at Q7: Only 2 out of 25 said their 

institution offers any session of Critical Thinking as part of existing courses. 

 

Being asked about what would be the main learning objectives in a CT course (Q6), 

we find mostly the following ones: 

• To build an opinion with a real basis 

• To elaborate a positioned understanding 

• To identify errors in reasoning 

• To learn to look for critical references; learn to argue; learn to debate 

• To build arguments, to debate 

• To analyse sources 

• To get information from different sources. 

• To be able to form your own thoughts 

• To analyse contexts and evidences 

 

So, basically there are two main learning objectives: To be able to get the real 

information and to be able to analyse this information. 
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Q10 Being asked about how important they consider 'hidden' messages to be, a 

vast majority of respondents said that they are Highly relevant, but –at the same 

time– they think that for students, and even for teachers, this is of no relevance or of 

little relevance. (This is something we have to analyse in order to try to change this 

extended opinion). 

 

Q11 Almost all the participants agree that a CT-based course would be more useful 

at the beginning of graduate studies. 

 

Q12 Being asked if would be more appropriate to create a specific CT seminar or to 

adapt some existing lectures, participants consider that a specific CT seminar would 

be more useful (some answered that we need both strategies). There is a big 

dispersion about how many teaching hours in total would they suggest spending on 

CT-based learning (Q13); among the responses, we could deduce that between 10 

and 16 hours is a reasonable number of hours. 

 

Q15 Regarding the more important obstacles versus development of a CT 

curriculum, again we have different answers but in the case of Spanish University, 

maybe skepticism is the more recurrent word. 
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APPENDIX 2: EU-level CT-based projects 

 

- GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT 
 

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT is an EU project which provides media literacy 

education through workshops about disinformation and fake news on social media 

to young people and their parents. Specifically, on 10 March, 27 representatives of 

civil society organisations, educators and media literacy practitioners gathered in 

Brussels for the event “Get Your Facts Straight! Fighting disinformation and fake 

news through media literacy”. 

The project refers to the urgent and pressing need for updated digital and 

critical thinking skills to distinguish between disinformation aimed at creating panic 

and credible sources providing relevant and much needed guidelines on public 

health. 

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT aims at increasing media literacy of pupils and 

adults is exactly what this project will do by: 

• Taking stock of existing educational materials and best practices on the topic; 

• Designing an outline for a media literacy training focused on disinformation 

and fake news with learning goals and outcomes (what people should know 

after completing the training); 

• Developing separate modules for pupils and parents (5h for each group 

separately and 5 hours together = 10h in total for each group); 

• Training 14 teachers and or/trainers from 7 countries to teach the short 

course. 

Source: https://all-digital.org/projects/get-your-facts-straight/ 

- Knowledge Network Online Whiteboard (KNOW) 

It is a strategic goal of many universities to promote critical and 

interdisciplinary thinking among students. In this context, various teaching formats 

are currently tested and established, with teachers from different disciplines working 

together. The starting point for the present project was the insight that learning 

success becomes more sustainable if students are made directly aware of this 

interdisciplinary interaction by directly following and reflecting on the process of 

https://all-digital.org/projects/get-your-facts-straight/
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knowledge production itself during the course. A timely implementation of such a 

goal inevitably points in the direction of an online platform that allows to integrate 

different media. The latter is central, since knowledge exists not only in propositional 

form (that is, in the form of sentences / texts), but is also generated by intuitions 

conveyed through images, sketches and designs. 

The knowledge network online whiteboard KNOW is a simple yet powerful 

tool for collaborating in large groups and with different media, from text to pictures 

to videos. It replaces the linear data structures such as lists with a browser-

integrated online whiteboard. At the same time KNOW makes it easy to publish 

content which is created directly in the browser. 

The idea for KNOW derived from an interdisciplinary teaching project at the 

ETH Zurich where the aim was to combine the typically text-based work in 

philosophy with the more image-based work in architecture and to make the 

integration of different forms of knowledge directly visible and to reflect it with the 

students. 

This project, which is currently funded by an ETH Innovedum Grant, is a 

collaboration between Lamm&Kirch (Leipzig/Berlin), Hannes Mayer (ETH Zurich) and 

Norman Sieroka (University of Bremen).  

Source: www.ethz.ch/know  

 

- European Centre for Global Education. The management, governance and 

delivery of education will face disruptive challenges and transformations in the years 

to come. Sustainable, effective and adaptable education models will not only have to 

prepare ever more diverse groups of learners for the ‘4th Industrial Revolution’ but 

must also uphold critical thinking and ethically driven problem-solving. 

Source: https://www.globalgovernance.eu/education/european-centre-for-

global-education  

 

- SocialTruth: an Horizon 2020 funded project that focuses on aggregating 

large volumes of datasets enriched with metadata that will be useful to assess 

credibility levels. It is a large-scale EU project against disinformation.  

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/socialtruth-

fighting-fake-news-trust-times-covid-19 

 

- The European Trade Union Committee for Education (ETUCE) is leading 

project on education and democratic citizenship: EU CONVINCE. This project is a 

http://lamm-kirch.com/
http://gramaziokohler.arch.ethz.ch/web/e/team/236.html
http://www.ethz.ch/know
https://www.globalgovernance.eu/education/european-centre-for-global-education
https://www.globalgovernance.eu/education/european-centre-for-global-education
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/socialtruth-fighting-fake-news-trust-times-covid-19
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/socialtruth-fighting-fake-news-trust-times-covid-19
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cross-country partnership which is carrying out a mix of research and trainings, 

including teacher training support and advice on successful and innovative 

approaches and methods on citizenship and human rights education. In the context 

of the CONVINCE project, an online questionnaire has been developed to collect the 

views of ETUCE, EFEE and ESHA members on the challenges and good practices 

related to civic and citizenship education. Combined with a desk research, it also 

aims acknowledge and pair-up challenges and good practices related to promoting 

citizenship and values of freedom, tolerance and non-discrimination through 

education, with a particular focus on secondary education, both within school-

curricula (formal learning) and in extra-curricular activities (non-formal learning). 

Source: https://www.csee-etuce.org/en/policy-issues/2433-education-and-

democratic-citizenship 

 

- The aim of CRITICAL THINKING AS A STEP FORWARD IN VET EDUCATION: 

VET STUDENTS IMMERSED IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY TEAMS project was to generate 

high-quality results that allow implementing a high performance internship system 

abroad for students with difficulties in social inclusion or future employment 

inclusion coursing half cycles of vocational training in a network of research centers 

and technology-based companies. Such internship system promote significantly the 

participant students` employability, especially the one of those with fewer 

opportunities, providing them with experience in a demanding work setting, and 

improving their curricula. Further, this young people are encouraged to pursue 

higher education. These goals are really difficult to attain for students with these 

kind of barriers. This system has been involve a network of cutting-edge research 

centres, which has developed a very innovative methodology, based on collaborative 

working and on the student`s integration in brand new internships: excellence 

technological or scientific research group and tech-based enterprises. 

Source: http://www.criticalthinking4vet.eu/  

 

- Critical thinking is one of the most central concepts for teaching and 

learning in higher education, but definitions are manifold and disputed. It is argued 

that educational management and the professoriate have a shared strategic 

responsibility to facilitate critical thinking. Issues that should be considered include 

the arbitrary nature of the concept of critical thinking and the concept’s normative 

nature. The need for realism in definitions is underlined, as well as the need for 

definitions that can be related to educational practice. In relation to educational 

https://www.csee-etuce.org/en/policy-issues/2433-education-and-democratic-citizenship
https://www.csee-etuce.org/en/policy-issues/2433-education-and-democratic-citizenship
http://www.criticalthinking4vet.eu/
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practice, the risk of confusing critical thinking and righteous thinking, as well as the 

risk of confusing critical thinking and the experience of new ways of thinking, are 

pointed out. It is concluded that teachers’ abilities and dispositions are crucial 

aspects for the understanding of critical thinking in educational practice.  

Source: https://eua.eu/resources/publications/847:supporting-critical-

thinking-in-higher-education-%E2%80%93-considerations-for-strategic-

discussions.html  

 

- The RETHINK project (Remembrance Education for THINKing critically) aims 

to facilitate the dissemination of programmes that promote tolerance and respect 

towards diversity, while developing media literacy and critical thinking skills. We 

believe that remembrance education, in linking past and present, sheds valuable 

light on the historical significance of polarised identities, offers insight into European 

history, and tools to combat intolerance.  

Source: https://rethink-education.eu 

 

- Funded by the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Programme, the 

‘Critical Thinking Across the European Higher Education Curricula – CRITHINKEDU’ 

project arises from the background and experience of European Higher Education 

Institutions, business corporations and Non-Governmental Organisations, and their 

ongoing concern to improve the quality of learning in universities and across 

different sectors, which converge in a common need on how to better support the 

development of Critical Thinking (CT) according to labour market needs and social 

challenges.  

Source: http://crithinkedu.utad.pt/en/crithinkedu/ 

 

- OECD-CERI project Fostering and Assessing Creativity and Critical Thinking 

Skills in Education  

Source: https://www.oecd.org/education/fostering-students-creativity-and-

critical-thinking-62212c37-en.htm  

 

- Critical thinking is a buzzword and one can argue that Critical Thinking in 

science is a mere tautology. Why Critical Thinking is important in education and 

research is discussed in a recently published Guest Editorial in the journal 

Angewandte Chemie. Dr. Norman Sieroka, Dr. Vivianne I. Otto (D-CHAB) and Prof. 

Gerd Folkers, an Emeritus from D-CHAB, also describe what Critical Thinking in 

https://eua.eu/resources/publications/847:supporting-critical-thinking-in-higher-education-%E2%80%93-considerations-for-strategic-discussions.html
https://eua.eu/resources/publications/847:supporting-critical-thinking-in-higher-education-%E2%80%93-considerations-for-strategic-discussions.html
https://eua.eu/resources/publications/847:supporting-critical-thinking-in-higher-education-%E2%80%93-considerations-for-strategic-discussions.html
https://rethink-education.eu/
http://crithinkedu.utad.pt/en/crithinkedu/
https://www.oecd.org/education/fostering-students-creativity-and-critical-thinking-62212c37-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/education/fostering-students-creativity-and-critical-thinking-62212c37-en.htm
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sciences is, and how it can be applied. At ETH Zurich, they have introduced a new 

block course «Scientific Concepts and Methods» in in Spring 2018, and received 

enthusiastic feedback from students. The Master students said that they felt they 

had never done such thorough thinking about what they were actually working on 

and gained a much more differentiated view of their own research work.  

Source: https://chab.ethz.ch/en/news-and-events/d-chab-

news/2018/10/kritisches-denken-in-lehre-und-forschung--warum-und-wie.html 

 

 

- Critical Thinking in Education and Research 

“Critical thinking in science”—isn’t this expression a mere tautology? Science, 

it seems, is always about critical reflection, is always about inquiring and questioning 

things rather than taking them simply at face value. Or is this just an ideal? Daily 

practices may often look very different. There are numerous constraints such as 

economic needs, funding and time limits, peer pressure, and ethical concerns. These 

constraints often discourage efforts to critically assess the scientific methods 

employed, the concepts presupposed, and the conclusions drawn. What is meant by 

“critical” or “criticism” here is the opposite of what might be called “dogmatism” in 

the sense of using (without questioning) a fixed set of methods, concepts, examples, 

and thereby losing the ability to view things from a distance and from different 

angles. The aim of the current project is to increase the awareness of the importance 

of critical reflection and to implement and exemplify it on a university level by means 

of special interdisciplinary courses. Critical thinking is not an auxiliary activity to be 

performed “after the fact”, but an integral part of good scientific practice. Critical 

thinking is something that has to be taught to students and fostered at the university 

level. It has to be practiced from an early stage and, maybe most importantly, it has 

to be practiced in relation to one’s own work. Critical thinking is also about being 

self-reflective and about being aware of other mindsets—as opposed to merely 

being nitpicky when it comes to the work of others. It goes without saying that a 

historically informed critical reflection on concepts and methods could never be a 

substitution for science. However, omitting critical thinking in science comes with 

serious consequences for science and the whole of society. 

Examples of specific courses: 

• Course “Geschichte der Philosophie” (together with Studierwerkstatt, Uni 

Bremen) 

http://www.vorlesungsverzeichnis.ethz.ch/Vorlesungsverzeichnis/lerneinheit.view?lerneinheitId=121886&semkez=2018S&ansicht=KATALOGDATEN&lang=de
https://chab.ethz.ch/en/news-and-events/d-chab-news/2018/10/kritisches-denken-in-lehre-und-forschung--warum-und-wie.html
https://chab.ethz.ch/en/news-and-events/d-chab-news/2018/10/kritisches-denken-in-lehre-und-forschung--warum-und-wie.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/studierwerkstatt/
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• Course “Philosophy of Cosmology, Space, and Space Travel” (together with 

Space Science/ZARM, Uni Bremen) 

• Course “Scientific Concepts and Methods” (together with Pharmazie, ETH 

Zürich) 

• Course “Philosophische Betrachtungen zur Physik 2” (together with Physik, 

ETH Zürich) 

Source: http://www.philosophie.uni-bremen.de/en/research/kritisches-

denken-in-lehre-und-forschung.html 

 

 

https://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/en/research/space-science.html
http://www.master-pharmsciences.ethz.ch/scm
https://www.innoview.ethz.ch/project/philosophical-reflections-on-physics/
http://www.philosophie.uni-bremen.de/en/research/kritisches-denken-in-lehre-und-forschung.html
http://www.philosophie.uni-bremen.de/en/research/kritisches-denken-in-lehre-und-forschung.html

